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； 5 摘 要 。 
本論文探用雨種研究方法探討死亡及其相麗因素之關係，它、們分 
別是 ' s Cox hazard model"禾口 “Class i f icat ion and Regression Trees 
m o d e l ( C A R T ) " -論文第一部份是蘭：述以上模S的應用與特性*而第 
二部份是使用這兩模型於死亡率的分析。寶料數據的來源^是從香港 







In this thesis, applications of Cox hazard model aiwt the ckussification am! 
regression tree(CART) model are being studied. The properties of th(4 models 
will fte ^iefiy discussed. Afterwards, t h ^ 誓ill be applied fco a mortality data. 
Il it| ^ real data set collected from a 54 months follow-up study in an elderly 
bf^ilth stirvey. The data set has 2024 imigMb of persons aged 70 years or above in 
Hong Kong. In order to obtain a “complete” dafc^ ^ t 5 the iteia non-response k 
flIM up by iiot-de&k imputition. The data iet is Splitted into 4/5 acd. 1/:5. The 
large portion is. imad for model fitting: and ths small portion is used for validation 
check. FMsllyl the !••uifes of the two models are compared with Ihe restriction on 
iio-intQi"i\etion term. Under the assumed mcide:l2 Ind that CART has a better 
perfcffiiicm«e in the prediction of survival at? |L Ipeciflc time. 
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Ia tli.i past decaxlegj consid^aJbli research effort was dedicated towards biostatis-
t i s . A number of techniques have been developed to model and analyze survival 
data. As stated by Andersen and Keiding(1998.) in a Survival Analysis Overview, 
Encyclopedia of Biostatistics, "Survival data arntain incomplete observation, 
particularly when the terminal event (death, relapse,, disability pension, etc.) for 
some individuals is not sbser�ed; instead it ii Only kuows, this aYenfc m at 
leait liter th in & given poiitf in tiffle and known as censored data”. In this 
eection, a brief iixtraductiGn 0f the modeling methodologies in survival data is 
gweii. 
, 1 ‘ 
I 4 I . ! S u r v i v a l A n a l y s i s 
Generally, tIibi^ kfcid� of models proposed for the analysis of survival 
4¾¾. Tbey sib parametric im)(k�l, semi-parainetric model and noji-paraiiietric 
model. Itt the 1950s and IMKM1 Bcm§(1949) suggested the rnaximuni likelihood 
approach and Littell(1952) suggested the exponential distribution applied to the 
^ifanKJtfIc iiiodeL Other attBmpts 011 psrametriG model have been proposed 
in IiJfeimtiire. Cox(19T2) pr-op(M«l a, revolutionizod semi-parametric regression 
‘ I i m l d t COT jsr(^Ortional h a z a r d i model, which is the most popular method 
and can be extended to, include t ime-dep�dent cova.riates. A nctmber M non-
pacaiHBtric estmiators are suggested for the iur¥iv©,l distrib.xjtl©n fmetiGa and 
till cuniulittlfi hazard functioii. Sfc� for examples, Kaplan-Meier estimator and 
Nelson-Aalen estimator. 
1.1.2 Tree-s t ructured Stat is t ical Me thod 
Besides the classical technique! mentianed above, there is a new approach to 
the survival data, the tfee-structured statistical techniq^H. It is widely used in 
biostatistical inference, which successive partitions the sample by predictors into 
subsets. The nonterminal HDdiS affi discriminated into two daughter nodes by 
the splitting criteria^ and resultafli a Mnary tree. Each terminal node of the 
tree corresponds uniquely to a subset of the sample. One popular way to form 
tree from data is Classification aijd Regression Tree(CART) which was pro-
posed by Breimanj Friedman, Olshen, and Stone(1984). It has been applied to 
E 2 
(ikssitieatinn,. r(^rt\sHion, survivnl mm.lysLs ；r.U(l�fu‘st;(�riiig. VVlii'lo an� iumiy 
splittiii^; crit-cn'ia, jpr()post�d m the litei5atun\ all M in coinmoii with tlu1 su(;c.(\s» 
^ive partitioning as CART. The splitting crit^ri^ are the Gordon and Oteiierik 
Rule (Gordon and Olslien(1985)), t}h�Lognmk Tes;t; by Ciampi3 et al.(198G) and 
Segal(1988), Likelihood Functions cipproaeli by Davis and Aiiderson{1989)7 and 
a Straiglitforward Extension hy Zlia,Qg(l9B®)-
1,1,3 Morta l i ty S tudy 
Nowadays, people expect to live longsr a,rid the mortality study among elderly 
becomes, jiiiportant, TIib ,Indies help government and social welfare department 
键 iiake policy on elcteiiy and distribute resources. Mortality means a number 
g <rf dm& at a specific time. Iai litemture, a number Qf studies have b ^ n made 
5ii mortality analysis For exsoi^ples, Black(1982) has written a report about the 
health inequality. Manfccmi al.(1993) have written a book about forecasting the 
health of elderly populations. 
1,2 Motivation 
In this thesil, the Cox proportional Maiaids model (Cox's Model) and CART 
model will be discussed. Cox's model which was by Cox(1972). have 
hmn us结d "m the regression analysis for cens徵ed d a t i GART model wbs proposed 
hf Breiman, Friedman, OJshen ^nd. Stone(1984) ^nd ie a metlmd that is used to 
explore data structures and to derive parsimonious models. The aim of this thesis 
. ^ a 
k k> apply the above m e t h o d s In analyzing t t e mortcility s t u d y and 
compare the results. The appliccition of the two inotJiods will h(? illustrated 
via a iml data not analysis. Tlie collected data are from an elclorly hcaltk mimef 
w^ixfud^^d in ,HtMg Koiig dnriiig 19D1 to 1992 and are provided to us by Prof. 
Suzaniie C. Ho, tiie Department of Cominunity and Family Medit'ine, the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong. For the consLstency of fclie results comparison, same 
set of covariatos ar^ rnsid. mid tfie closing (late March 31, 2000 of the survey is set 
ES tlig t i ro poiiii) to make comparison for both methods. 
The Cox's model is implemented by version 8.0 of the SAS System and the 
CART m(xk�l is implemented by CART 4.0 program of Salford Systems. 
1^3 Background Inforxaation 
The data considered in tJiia thssii ifler® collected from a health survey of 2024 
elderly Hong Kong Chinese, aged 70 years and over. T t e IieaMa survey was con-
d!flel«i from July" 1091 to June 1992 and cases were then followed for 54 months. 
The study ended on IVfcith 21 f 2000. The sample frame was the registered list 
<rfol感 age and cliiability allowances reorients. The old age allowance list covers 
about 90% of the elderly aged 70 years and over, and is quite representative as 
tlxe allQwanca did not discriminate elderly 0th拔 fihaa age. 
Stratified sampling was used in the survey. Subjects were stratified age 
g and Three hundreds subjects were selected in the age groups of 70 to 74 
and 76 to ?9 for each and ISQ subjects were selected in the. age groups of >80 , 
"4 
Ta,bl(? L l Dit5trihntic)n of Age and Sex at Da^eline intorviow 
:Agf Group " Mlile Female 
(Ims^line) n % U % 
70-74 '2S3 145. 2§0 14.3 毫 
75-7¾ 302 • 14.9 284 M J ； 
80-84 15D IA 156 7.7 
85-89 142 7M 14B � ？J 
90pi ahom 109 5.4 155 7.75 , 
Total &96 49.2 1028 ‘ 50,8 
to 84, 85 to 89 and 90 an i over for e#ch sax. Invitation letters were sent to the 
� selected subjects. A baaeline interview was then conducted for the 
(elderly who were willing to participate in the survey. The dstritetioii of age and 
sex at baseline inter?i«w m givm in rKIile 1 丄 About 60% subjects responded. 
In 癒磨 health survey subjexts were asked a wide variety of questions, con-
cerning socio-economic, biological, health behavioral, and lifestyle characteristics. 
Moreover, there were screening instruments to assess respondent's mental healthy 
functional ability ^nd depression. Eighteen months after the baseline interview, 
a first follow-up telephone interyiew was conducted. Then, a second follow-up 
interview was conducted at the place of residence in thirty-six months 
after the baseline interview. Finally, a third follow-up telephone interview was 
conducted in,泄y-fcmr months after the baseline interviaw, Iei order to ensure 
measurement quality, all the interneweis wears medical students. A tape of ques-
, & 
Table 1.2 Record of Revspomlcnits in tlit^  interviews ——_….….— 
Malft &niile Totjal Male Feniak； Total p 
Baseline 0S6 1 職 2324 ‘ 
1st FollQW-up (2024) 3rd Fellow up (1107) 
Alivf SSB Bm 1603 Alw& 330 #41 071 
Death 143 126 細 DeBth g0 48 108 ；： 
IiO鍵 GOTtect, 45 47 M l o s t Gontairt 1 隱 219 ^SM ‘ 
;；2nd Follow-up (1663) At Cloarxg Date -(671} 
；AlivQ 559 608 1167 Alive 328 335 60S 丨 
feth 171 162 3¾ Death ^ 钐 S ： 
Jjo^ Qoiitet TS S5 163 
fcionnaJra was recorded, in GlriiKH© to train the interviewers. 
Besides the above information pbfeiiiid ft^ro the. qnestionnaire, clsaths were 
also recorded cliuing; fifty-four moiitlis of study. All reported deaths were 
•nf i rmM ;w!tli a saarch of death certificates from the Registration of Death. 
Moreover, those iubjects who could notj be reached in the follow-ups were also 
searched for death cejEtifioat^ >： The last-1a-lbllow-«p subjecfe riot found dead by 
the search presumed to be alive and treated as emsored data, 
Ib, the beginning of the baseline interview7 there were totally 2024 subjects. 
As time went on, there' were Sfflfii subjects lost of contact or died, so the number 
of subjects in the first follow up interview decreased to 1663, and 1167 were left 
for the second follow up interview, 671 were left for the third follow up interview 
and finally 663 were left on the dosing date March 31, 2000. Pleaps r«fer to Tabls 
1.2 for details. 
, 6 
1.4 Data Content 
1¾ tills s tud^ tlie relatioisiiip between health factors and death is of interest. 
However, there are over liiindrecfa of mriables in the health survey. It ks time 
coiisruning and complic^iteti ta include all variables in the model. Black(1982) 
hgs written a report，獨liich is the outccime of th(3 first study about inequalities 
in health among people. This riport s known as the Black Report r provided some 
¥a^iables selection guidelina for tlii^ i i a d of study. Base on the reference of Black 
repor t a Euniber of rele^int wriables are chosen in tlie analysis of this study. 
The variables list and their fiodirig descripttoii am atfedied, in Appendix. A. 
There arc three screening tests pxovlded in the survey. They measure the 
functional status, depressive sfniptoms, and mental stains of the： respondents in 
scoring scala respectively. The categorization of these tests are based on the 
reference from Bawling(2001). 8 • 
_ Barthel index 
This index measures ths activit i^ of daily living- The scale covers feeding, 
grooming，dressing, toileting, transfer, continence of urine and bowel, walk-
ing, dimbiixg stairs， and "bathing, Tha Hajthel index maximum score of 20, 
means tiist subjects do aot have： difficult in any of tka activities, of daily 
living. A score of less than 15 is used to indicate severe limitation, 15—19 to 




T l r ^ immKuroH i>ho d(、i)if^ii:v<! HyijvplvniiisS o f suh j (H i , s : 15-it.<siii o f I I i。 
Chinese version ()i. tJi* G(”.iaU.i(' D(�im�ss“m Sciih^ wihli n, nit-i^r {)(愈扎 irf 
< 7 in used. If is liighcn' t-ha-ii T, it shows Ui(�[)n�v".l(�ii(.(�of (l<4i)r(\ssioii. 
Two c;itcgorie8 formed ax !cording to wlu^ Muu- th(�s(“)r() is 1(?hs t Iuiij 1 or 
not, 
* Mental Set>re 
The modified biibnnation/Orieiitn,tioD part, of the Clifton Assessment Pro-
cedure for the elderly (GAPE) iK i丽! ass(jss cognitive impairrn(mt, with 
a cutoff point of < 7 and 12 qiu^tions arc uskcd. If the' mental score is less 
than I1 it shows the prevalence of cognitivp iiiipairnieiit. =Ag效in 7 is used as' 
B' 'CJiii 0¾ paijii^ t© form two cat^gorieH. 
IM Thesis Outline 
This thesis will describe both the classical and modern techniques in handling 
the survival data. technique has its strength and weakness on modeling. 
The Cox's model is effective in extracting important factors. The CART model 
is good at forming homogenous suhgronpa-
Chapter 2 is for data processing. 1» Ihe elderly health .survey, the non-
responses cause missing values. Mo&t of the traditional statistical methodolo-
gies(Cox's model) require complete data set; therefore the missing values should 
be filled up. Hot-deck impuMtifin Ig tg be oojidm:t®cl « id its procedure will be 
described. Moreover, th i ijQpist|£|ion will be repeated five times to check the 
"8 
oMort. on variability. 
Cliiipt(>rs 3 and 4 are for model Bfill蝶 Tli<- fcwfc a‘sp(�(:t,s of this Cox?s 1110(k�l 
and the CART model will he introduced ： t h i mo(l()l assumption, tin�variables 
Mik^rtions tlio ,fitling pmcidur i and ra^d(�l sele^itlou. Tlie Cox's model is 
:nn)riified to the time-dependent Cox modol by iiicliiding tiriwv(Impendent variables. 
In order to perforni validation, Ilie data, are clivicJicl into 1/5 and 4/5. The- large 
pwtsim Ii used for model fitting and the small portion is us^d for prediction, 
Chcipter 5 is for model prediction. Test aninple will be put into the： fitted 
nffictel to predict tlie; class statUsi2 or rfeacl, of ©aclx. iiidmdiial at- tiie closing 
date IVIardi 31, '2000, Tlii pr€clictlO;n accuracy of tli^ f |w(> iikj^Is will be compared 
by misclassification rate. ChEpteir 6 is fer cancltisien. Tlis results of Ihe two fitted 
®iodels and their predictipn perfoarmanca ^ vilI be compared. The advantages and 
the disadvantages of thg two inethodologie® ar§ also provided. 
„ ； 9 
Chapter 2 
Imputat ion and File Splitting 
in this chapter, tlie procedure of liEndling noivresponsos in the raw data set will 
be discussed. Il ii the hot-deck iiiiputatlan method. Affcsr the iuiputatian, the 
'completed1 data Bete will b® splitt^d by sex, which is an important factor for the 
response variable. In orrfer to perform s islidation check, the splitted data will 
foe further divided into twt portians. Qiis portian is used for model fitting; Es 
application 曹ill he presented in Cliapttrs 3 and 4. The other portion will be used 
for 稱IidatkKi purpose; its application 窗ill be presented in Chapter 5. 
1.1 Imputat ion of Missing Values 
2*1.1 Piarpose of Imputa t ion 
M(mI ofthg thecaicalstatistics methodologies require a complete data set. If all 
incomplete, cases are. discarded, lots of useful informatioji ftwa the data sets will 
be Ios^ ami the sample size will be reduced, Ia prdei to apply the statistical 
"10 
mothotl mid retain tlio ust^liil iiifonnatiou, a. process of filling' up jnissing va,l"(�s 
is lKxx^siiry. TliLs process is called i m p u t a t i o n . In Ui() following section, a 
iinputcitiou procedure will be iut:'0(l飞ipsl-
2.1,2 Procedure of Hot Deck Imputation 
Hot d(�ck imputation is a simple approach t^ Impute missing 'mlum. Tlia baeio 
tirfiiiigng is tp make use of tlie observed data, to Hil tip the nii^iag values. The 
«. idea of matching if: implemented. Heie, matching xneairs dose witii ^mpect to 
va l細 obaa'tid, for l>ath. In this, t-iieiis, a special hot deck imputation is used. 
The conflation among covariates me calculated and the covariates with the three 
highest absolute corre la t ioml賺g me used to fill the missing values. Let Y b i 
• tbe observed data, Ym be the missing claia^ and .¾ , • • fXp, be Ihe covariates. 
S t a p 1： Bbr each variable Y，cofKjmte the correlations 6f it with the other CQ^ariatess 
say cmr(Yr X\),.. - ^ corr{Y, Xy). Thens find three variables with the high-
est ateolufe conflation values‘ Let the variable with the highest absolute 
correlation values be X(i)， and the second highest absolute correlation 
values be X ^ j and the third hdghest absolute correlation values be X^). 
S tep 2: Rearrange the rows in the matrix pool of ^ 1 ) , I f 2 )， X � tod Y In 
ascending order with Jfp) m. the primary key, X(2) as t i s secondary key 
and X(s) as the tertiary key. 
Step 3： Define Y^1 七 0 :t>e a missfng element fff Ym. Pick ant nearby iBU observed 
协lues of Y, my Yg1), • • •, Yf10). 
11 , 
Step if F i—取 Hll in tlie iiiiHsing Yi" by n simple nm(iom nainplo From { Yi^, ~ - • r Y-^m }. 
For Ciidi variable Y which contains missing datM, ciiici the otlicr 咖 
treated as c:ovariates .Y1, - • • , X m tlia pmeedure Ls repeated and the Y missing 
職lti_i ar i tilled. Finally a ‘complete’ data set, is obtainod. Tliis imputation 
matJiml is implettieiil^d bf _ Fortran, prograxa. In order to verify the effectiveness 
^f imputation on th^ analysis^ the pjcicediii'e is carrisd out five times and five 
da,tm set^ are generated. They ars deaoted as , s2, s3, s4 and s5 respectively. 
Tfeis nieIkod is based on the assumption that responcteiits with simliar ^ha]?-
actaiistic will ha,ve dniilar choice towards each question. However, if there are 
lots of mining values for a variable, it will be difficult to fill them up. Thens 
the nitinber ftf nearby observations selected in step -3 need to be reduced to five 
observations. 
2.1.3 List of Variables for Impu ta t i on 
Table 2.1 liste the number of misiing values for each variable. For the last three 
screening tests, the total base for osda interview is different. It Is due; to the Io纖 
Of dontact and tlie: desili of respondents along th^ follow lip period. Detailed 
information is given in Tltble IMn 
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Tablo 2‘丄 INhmiliri' of Missing vn,Inm … 
Variable Niimh(u. of missing values Percentage of missing values 
IvLarital Statui 1 0M9% ； 
Eduq^tion 1 0.049% 
1 , I 0.049% 
Drinkiilg status t “ 0.099% 
；Smoking status i 0.395% 
• Eitrag Habits 3 0.099% 
Monthly Income ^ 4 • 0.198% 
a JBtiirIhel Index 
j； B^^Piie inteEview 2 0.099% 
Fii^t fclkp^up intoi¥iew ft Q 
'；Second foll(jw-up interview i 
Tliird Mlaw-up inter¥i6w 1 .0.149% ‘ 
Depresaon 
Biidifle interview 115 5.682% 
Firgt follow-up interview 134 8.05¾¾ 
；Second fellsw-tip intervfe^ 霸4 8.912% 
Biird follQw-up interview Si 8.048% 
Mental Score 
；Baseline in t_ : ew 20 0.988% ) 
First follow-up interview 44 2v646% 
Second follow-up intdrYiiw 11 1.028% 
Third, follow-up interview I 1.192% 
"IB 
2,2 File Spli t t ing 
2.2.1 Spli t t ing by Gender 
AiSGOrdiiig many medical reviews liicl lesearclu-^, subj(x:ts in different gender 
beliave differently in Tirious aspects, such _ lifetime, Biekne^s, physical status, 
sete. A log-ra.uk test is conducted fco detect any difference m s^ex on each health 
factor. It Is a function fif deviations of observed numbers of death from the 
expected numbers. Details are showed itt Appendix Bv 
Table 2.2 Mgle Unimriata Analysis Df bmith factor before imputation 
Mate 
1 Variably P Vixiible P value Variable P value Variable P valna 
丨 Age g <0.0001* inc4 <0.0001* fd7a 0.4945 pmh5 0.0467* 
Marifcd 0.01:懇* inci <(X0001*: fc]&t 0.3860 pmli6 0.7497 , 
Eciacta 0.0003* incomes 0.0220* fd9a 0.2988' pmhl 0.9948 { 
Jobl 0-0004* Inckne7 <0.0001* fdlDa 0.2906 pmb8 OMm 
pel <0.0001* 0.06 mxm 0.5505 pmh9 0.0156珠; 
s amokel 0,3734 fd2总 0,0279* £11¾ 0.9093 pmhlO 0.133¾ : 
:dxii&l 0.0073* fdBa 0.1718 pmhl 0,0013* ‘ p m h l l 0.8912-
income! 0.0301* fd4a 0.82.36 pmh2 0.0307^ pjmhl2 <0.00,01* ； 
income2 <0,0001* fdla <0.0001* pmh3 0/1027" pmhl3 0 名495, 
income^ < 0.0001* fc!6a 0J11? pmh4 0.2153； : pmM4 0.4413： 
* P-value<0.05 (x2 statistics) 
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Table 2.3 F(�male Univariiitci Axmlysi^ of health factor before imputation 
"Vkriabk P value Variables P valttfe Variable P YcAne VaarisBfe P mlins 
：Age g inc:4 <0.00&1^ fd7a 0.6955 p i h 5 0.0003^ 
Marital Q.1651 ma5 <0.0001* fd8a 0.1S41 • pmM <0.0001^ 
Edticlii 0.0026* incx>niB6 0=9364 fffia 0.3818 pmfiT <0.0001^ . 
Job! 0.0020* incomET :&00D3# fclIOa 0.0210* pnihS 0 4855 
p e l <0.Q001* fell a, 0,5567 ； f l l l a 0.6586 pmh9 0.7363 
smoke 1 <0.0001* fcl2a, &.0S64 挝 1 ¾ ‘ 0.2152 pmhlO 0.3935 
；1 drinkl 0.3322 0.4MS “ pmhl <0.0001^ pmitll 0.0378* 
！ iameiel 0.4165 fd4a 0.(1156* pmh2 6.1516 pmhl:2 <0.0001* ; 
iiicome2 0.0207* M5a 0,3844 pmh3 :0.021Q* ； pitihia 0.8556 
iiimmei < WWOl* fcl6a 0,0007^ pmM 0.5920 piiihli <0.0001* ； 
* P-value<0.05 (x2 statistics) 
From Table 2.2 and Table 2,1¾ it apparently®shows that male and female dedicate 
to different health factoti. Therefore, in thli 彭tudy，the investigation between 
health factors and death will fee eoaclucted separately in gender. For each impufced 
data ,set, it is splitted into a. and b parts, where 'a' represents male data sets, 
amd 'b? represants fanale data sets. They are denoted as sla，s2a, s3a, s4a, s5a 
and slbf s2bj s3b, s4b, s5b respectively, 
"5 
2,3 Split t ing for Validation Check 
Apart from the investigation of health factors related to (ieath, tills thesis also 
KMnpaxes the results of Ui(�two statistical methods on. survival' analysis. They 
am the Gox5S :IIIC«M aiui the GART model. The imputed data will be divided 
lata two portiDas. Oa i holds 80% data and tlie other holds 20% in each sex 
group. Tl通 large pQrtianf defined m teaming sainpte, is used for model fitting 
and estimation. The m».ll j»rt«m, defined a,s test sample, is used for model 
examination, to emlcijlale the piisclassificition rate. The execution of the splitted 
samples will b钐 pre^Biited in Chapters 3? 4 ami 
AtJCDrding to last B®?tioii, the imputed data set is s p l i t t e d g e n d e r , As ；a 
result, there are 996 casei fer rnile and 1028 cases for feffiale. In the learning 
sample, male has 798 cases and femala hm S24 Cc^ess In the test sample, male 
lias 198 cases and female has ,204 cases,, The required s^sei arB drawn by the ^ 
following step. Firstly, label thq anale and female data sets separately. Then 
draw the required test sample size for each gender with equal probability and 
the remainder part ssr^es as learnfi^g sample. For th@ Eest of Imputed data sets, 
whieh 猶 also spIitlad into learning and test samples with the same cases drawn 
before. Using GMBe Mbel5 th^y identified and picked out. Finally, there are 
five learning samples and five test samples for each gender. 
Although it reduces effective sample size in. such splitting of data set, the test 
sample is： necessary for precJiGtlon and model compariBQn, Mojeoyer, the learning 
and test sample are independent and have the same underlying distribution. 
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Chapter 3 
Cox Hazard Model 
In this chapter, tiine-cfcpendeiit Cm prO|KJjtioKial hazards !model will be applied 
to eacii learning, samplfi and the resulting 疆tiinat.es of the five imputed sample 
"will combined to yield a final fistim^te. 
S.l Basic Idea 
Bifer© 画deling, the basic structure of the Gox/p model, the formulae for survivor 
function and hazard function, will be briefly described. 
3,1.1 Survival Analysis 
Survival analysis is a collection of statistical procedures for studying the occur-
^id Iimin暮 of swnti . The outcome variables of interest is time until an 
“ event occurs. These methods' are mostly applied to the study of deaths. In this 
study, 'death' is the event of interest. During the follow-up period, subjects may 
ahte ^r Hiey miy wiil icl™ from t t o 淋mfc T h縱 kimLs uhbtta 
c a l l 0 ( l nrfit-censorecl data. Moreover, tlio^o mihpcts whi> Iiavn not e x p m ^ n m l 
the event before the study — am 咖 keafeti 贴 mmovod ditte ih& 
acadi aitrvival time is not known. 
TIm following functions are essential elements for iha Go^ 1M model TlieIr 
e^pmmmi unci interpretation are statecL 
3.1 Stifvlvor Ftmction 
Survivor function is defiiiicl eg 
Sfl) = Pr{T》f), 
where T is t h e ^ k a l t i m e a i i d t M a spedfic mlQ.a for T. It is a nonincreasing 
. ferfioa of t It gives the piobability that flie random vMabfe T mmeds a 
..specified time t That is the probability Far an i n d m f e l to survive longer than ^ 
i, 
Hazard Function 
The hazard funotiaa is dfifined as 
職 = I i m 整 + 
.‘ 厶 Ai ； 
l t g i v e s t h e instantaneous risk that an event will occur at time t% assuming that 
the individual lurvives to time i, 
The survivor function ind the hazfcd function are equivalent ways of describ-
i n g a c o n t i n u o u s Probability distrihntion- Either 如e 騎 be to h o t t e r 
IS 
WitIi iliti Ibifevwtng fc>pmilafi3 
� fA - ； ‘ 
Sr(I) = — / j 、‘ L JQ _ 
[ 卿 ) / ¾ ] 
3,2 The Cox Propor t iona l Hazards Model 
The Cox'.s model wnt? first proposed ia l972 by Sir Cox, D. R. It is a popular math-
t eniatical model In the analyrfs Df data. It is flexible and semi-parametric. 
No distributional assumptions about the iurvlial times are made. Moreover, it 
caii be modified feo give complicatid model including tinle-dependent covar.i-
站樹 or iionprc3portioixal hazards Tha basic form of the model is 
.H^ijX) 二 ho(t)exp(/3iXn H h f ^ x ^ 
which states t'he hazard for individual i at biine t with s given set of covariates 
denoted X. It composes of two parts’ 
• is An unspecified non-negative function of time called the baseline 
h^ftrd function and i% is indipendfnt of the covariates {x^}. 
• Ii^l Xij be the value of the j-th covariate the- z-th person. It is a 
time-independents variables'. P^r I = 1, • • •, n and j 二 1广、P1 it will 
form a d^igo saatrisg X of size nxp. Th^ i-ih tow of the ruatiix ,¾ = 
- • • •, Xiv) is the covariates vector for subject i. Tfce p#raffleto 
wr tor P = (Pi t ' Pp), is a p x l unknown vector to be estimated. 
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EV(mt. ra.tc\s hvq alwa,y,s positive. TIihm tln> Iiiimr &111OM0H PKYF M 
iiii])oitaiit n)lc to eustirc that fche final 08timat(\s arc pliy^ic!al]y possible. More-
over, if the tiine-depeudent varial)los cire consi(Ierod5 the Cox't? iiiodwl can be mod” 
ifiwi to a tiiuc^-dependeiit Cox niocld, which will bo discussetl in Section 3.3. Time 
Yariablc X does not involve time! t, and d i s t a n t aloixg the 
fcll«v-up period. Timi dBjp^idcml mriablo X(T) is tliiit whose value may change 
over the course of observatioiL In this stiicl^ tlie time-depenclent variables X(I) i j 
are M(\ntal Score, Depression and Bartliel Index, Tlis other c:ovarfates are time 
uido|jend€iit ^ariahfe, 
Appendix C gives the loagituciiiml papl is of the time-dependent vari-
a t i f e - th®(�arc the plots of th i variable against the four interviews and strata 
, by sex. They show l%0w the Yitriablos vary with time. Tlie time independent 
variahleK ai.(��:o�si(l(�i.(.)(l first, and tlia tiiaie-depend#iit vfstiable^ will be; discussed 
iu Section 3.3. 
Ka|)Ian-Meier Es t imate and Log-Rank Test 
Before fitting any model, Kaplaji-Meier BStinrnt® and Log-Rank Test are com-
peted foe each covariate. The purpo纖 is te extract relevant covariates' to be 
iHtcluded in the Cox's model. 
• K apian-Meier EsMmgfe 
„ Suppose thers see k distinct d^eJit times, Ij < i � < < Ai omh 
time i j , there ace n^ individuals who are said to be at risk of an event. At 
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risk means thoy luivo not exj)orI^ncod an (wcnit nor Iiav^ felmy been censored 
prior to tiuw tj. L(迓 dj bo the nuiribor of inclividiinly who die at time; 
Tlie Kjapkn-Meier (KM) estimates of the survival proljabiiity at a given 
time i m 
: E n 
Ti • 
Mj<t L 从i� 
TIiq plot of KM survival probabilities correi|Miding to aacli artl^red, IaiIure 
tiiM is G暴lied the KM curves„ ft>r each covariate, KM estimate is calculated 
„ KM eunm is plott&d &r the s tmts grmips, ft la umd to feKe 
adequacy of th® Cox's modsL 
• Interaction with fcinii 
For those covariat®, whose KM c u r 鄉•翻 not parallel, there .may exist 
interactions； between mm or more co警ariate with tame. Thea fortiier exam-
iaatk)ii is taken t» t h ( « covariates x by testing and modeling the nonpro- ‘ 
pG5tIoflal hazards effect. Assume tlial tbsrc is m. interaction term in the 
Cox's model, the product sf suspected covariate and time t. The modified 
Gok3S model is: 
“ p -
h{t, = ^ X{0i + ymt�： 
.i=l -
Then a hypothesis testing is performed to test the significance of the inter-
action effect. If the coefficient 7 of interaction teiM is rfgnlfica;nt3 ii sho^g 
t^e nonproportionality of thm model. However, if the interaction covariate 
does not have a significant caeffi<3iBoi % it concludes that .the Cox's model 
,a^umptiott Ia mrt violated. The suspected covariates. and the hypothesis 
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testing result^ <>re iittacliecl in Appendix D. 
眷 Tl!e- Lfcig-IEiik teat 
BffiideM a gi'apjiieul a.ppix>arli, log-rank test is a useful large-Sample chi-
iqiUTO test to Gojiipare th@ survivor functions of strata groups. Tlie iiull 
hypothesis is Sx(t) = S^{t) Ior sll in If p-value is significant(p-value less 
than 0.05)，it means that ths groups are different. 
The emmriats经臂liicli satisfy th培 Cox1B Biadel assiiiBption siid ax6 significant 
at 5 % level in log-rank testi m i iiscluJ^ in the model for further study. The 
five Iwmjruiag s4nipfes for ^acli gender Iia總 undergone those tests and they have 
similax outpits far tho KM curves B i i d saino significant variables in the log-rank 
test. 
The followings are significant YariAbles satisfy the entrance require-
ment for male: 
Age Group, Marital Status, Education Level, Pievio彻 Job Record, History of 
Sickness ( Stroke, Parkinson's disease, Chronic bronchitis/emphysema, Diabetes 
Mellitus, Dementia), Exercise, Drinking Status, Eating Habits (Greens, Tea or 
Gofee), Monihi}? Income (Salary, Pension, Public- assistance, Old Age Allowance, 
Disability Allowance, Saving). 
The followings are significant variables satisfy the entrance require， 
merit for female: 
Age Group, Education Level, Previou3 Job Record, History of Sickness (Stroke, 
, 2 2 
Cardiac Dis.oii8<% Chronic bronchitis/^mpliyseina, Astlinia^ Tuberculosis^ Old frao 
turos, Doineiitia, Cancer), Exercise, Smoking Status, Eating Hal)its (Soy bean 
ciirti «r Boy iiiilk, EgpJ l Monthly Iiicomo (Pension, Public assistance, Old Age 
AllawaiiCBf Disability AHqwbjicb^ Saving) 
3.2.2 Hazard Ratio 
HaaaKl Biitio is defined as the hazard for unexposed group divided by the hazard 
, of the exposed group. By comparing their covariates, t in set of fixed covariates 
vector Xi and JCj，the hazard ratio among them can be obtained. 
HR = -
崎 ⑷ 
— h 湖 卿 H 0 ) 
二 em [[X1 - X i I f f ] 
= . “ 
where Xi = {Xn, Xi21 • • • 7 Xip) belongs to the tinexposed group and X^ 二 
(Xji1Xj2 , • • • tXjp) belongs to the exposed groiip, The function ho(t) is can-
celed out in the calculation. Ai a result^ the hazard ratio is constant over time. 
Therefore, the hazard ratio for exposad group is proportional to that for the un-
exposed group. It also indicate the effect of each covariate in the Cox's, model. 
BedattS^ df tke constant hazard 滅i0:, the hazard functions should be strictly ? 
parallel and it is an assumption foi the proportional IlazEItfe model. 
TKe following section 诚 11 describe the estimation of /3 in the Cox's model 
based 04 tlie： ；partial likelihood function introduced by Cox, D. R. 
3,2.3 Par t ia l Likelihood 
ThspaEamiaters 0 by inaxinium likelihood method and the partial 
likelihood is denoted as PL(fi). It is tha product of f-fie likelihoods for the death 
that are observed in the saiiipli, Thus the likelihood function is actually 'partial1 
likelihood function rather than ^ccmipletc' IikiHliood fimctioii, 
The geireml expression fbr iJartaal likelihood from a proportional hazards 
model is 
8 pr(!4) = n [ ^rp(XiB) 1 ^ 
whrne n is tli^ sample size. For each individual % 8\ is a censDring indieatoi'3; 
whk:h ivS zero if tlie /'-tli survival lime Ls right-ceiLsored and unity otherwise, 
fel 二 xtk) be a v(X'tor of k covariafce values. Rank the Bvent 
limes of all. subjects, ancl in each RTOit time, find the corresponding risk set,: by 
Yg = 1 if t j > ti and Y^ = () if tj < t, where t, is the tixne of the event or . 
the time of censoring for individual i. 
The log partial likelihood iy 
In PLW)=亡 ^ - In�J 愛 YijCxpiz^ J • 
In Dueler fco finci the eBtiuiated v i^ljie;, Nfvwtari-Raphson algorithm is applied to 
maximize the log partial likelihood with r(\spect to &. 
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3.3 Extension of t he Cox Propor t iona l Hazards 
Mode l for Time-dependent Variables 
In the previous section, tho bcusie structuro t)f C1ox\s model iy presoritpd, which 
Qiily inciudas time mifepmident e^mriIiieKi However, tke Cdx'.s inodel can be 
to indiufe tiiiie-depeiident (warin,tf^s. The tmic-depeii(.leiit Cox model 
.-w . f i 
h(t, i^.r{t)) = h{)(t)(\rp ^ + ^ 巧 � ^ / p 
“ Li=1 .j=i j 
where X = an(i ^ [ f ) 二（X!(,)，X2 � ， • "，A^ ⑴）are the time 
ni(l(^poii(l(uit aiifl tiino-dc^^uidcJnhK-ovcU-iafces ^tivoly. Tho iniportciiit 幽ump" 
fcioii rf Idiiie-depeiidriit Ck從 tiiml(�l Ls that. tli(�liazaxd at time i rlepends 011 the 
value Q|" Tj识. 
3,3.1 Modification of the Cox^s Model 
Like tlie Cox's mcxkil, the, par^niotcrs J and O a.re estimatecl by maximizing 
of the partial likdiiiood function. Thtv pmtial likelihood fium;tioii depraids on 
tlie t A through the rovEdiU^^ At ench； (ivpnt IUIIIQs the partial likelihood 
function shoilid be calc'iilatt^l with all risk at Uiat tinie. B:v (-ontrcust to tlie 
Cox's rnodel, tiiru^dypendeiit Coy： tiiodpl witIi r,i2iu�-dq)(.!iirk)iit, rtJVririato^1 doas 
not require pr()portio,n£il hazaids assiirnjJtigq, becansu the estiniatoxi relative risks 
change in time as the Iikv^ of ('ImngfL 
The hazard ratio HR{t) lor the tiiiu^tlepniidenr, Cox inmk'l is also iiidfjxed 
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l)y titno ftud it k tlnK^doptuubiiL； TliP liiiziirtl o:vt;io llwcmiiln. IH 
HR(t) 二 i^rp , + � 一 , 
s 1 JfceJi 
wlioro (,?：'•,：/：'•(/)) I)olongks tc) tlu? unexposed group aud (:/:“.�（广））Bfvlooip ta 
t.lio exposed group. The yaluo of hazard ra.tio at time t depends 011 t.li(�linear 
fuiK'tion of other tiine-(le])eii(leiit varicibles valuta <it time i . 
In tlie liealtli sitrvoy, the informatiaii of the t;.ovariat<\s is only collected at 
regular, intervals of time. Tliey are IiiB thrae follw-iip i n t 耽 T h e n the 
exact values of eovariates at each event time will not be obtained. Thiirefore1 
tlie required covariate values to the event： days would be assigned by the closest 
prBcediiig ineasuitnifiits. 
3.4 Results of Model Fi t t ing 
!Fqj each learning： SMipte, tlie time-dependent Cox Model is applied. In each fitted 
model, the parameter estimates, standard ^rror7 clii-square value, P-value and 
Ia ia id ratio are obtained- The lesults of different learning samples are showed 
in Table 3.1, Table 3.2, Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. The parameter estimates, are 
close Io each otJi^ i；. This indicates tha t tha variability induced by imputation is 
not large,. Howe^exf each model gives its own significant covariates - covariates 
with P-value less than 5%, we could not tell which model is preferable. 
In order to extract the signifimnt covariates among t to five models and com-
bin$ them to a final rssilt, evaluations and adjustments should be made. 
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Table 3.1 Male MLE for the first learning samples 
Aiialyrii of Ma^nium Lifcflib^od Estimate 
PpraiiMl® itaadp'd Hazard . 
¥ariable Bitinipie Erjer Ghi-Square Pr > :4*2 'KM» 
AGE G 0.33520 045® 39.1730 <.0001 1^98 
MARITAL -0.04874 0.11122 0.1920 CL葡 13 0.952 
EDUCTN -0.01158 OMm DJ103 0 64CG 0.985 
JOBl 0,03471 0,01¾! 3.9300 0.0474 1.M5 
PMHl O,膽摊 0^1517 0.0874 1.444 
PMH2 0.60637 Q.5387S 1.2667 0.2604 ? 1.834 
PMH5 0J1064 0.17煞 8 0.0715 IJlM 
:PMH9 0.25T31 0,18312 1.9321 0.1M5 1.293, 
PMH12 1.3X623 0.39281 U „227® 0.000& 3-729 
PEl 0.1414S D.13Q1Q 1.1S10 0.2772 1.152 
DRINKl -0-22130 0.15232 2.1 IOt O-MfiS 0.801 
fd24 -0.4250¾ 0,26006 :10717 0.1021 0.654 
fd5a -0,28823 UAMSr 4.4345 0,035¾ 0.7關 
INCO1MM -0,14838 0..29787 €.248¾ 0.6184 0.862： 
INCOME2 碣.16189 仏鼢63 0.343S 0,851 
INC0ME3 0.3283? 0.16809 BSUZ 0.0508- 1.S89 
dilii 0.09594 0.17870 0.2882 0 5914 IlQl 
INC0MB6 0.06629 QM7m 0.2012 0,6538 1.069 
INQOMB? -^45724 0.18350 6.2087 0.0I2T 0.6S3 
_ 0.22434 0.18035. 1.5473 0>2135 1.251 
dep 0.,12830 6,9258 D.0Q85 1,402 
adl -0.60295 0.11446 27.7482 <.0001 0.547 
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Table 3.2 Female MLE for the first learning aampleg 
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
Pafam«|fr jSlmid.rA Jfemrd 
ErtIiHiste EFfijr Chi-Squarc Pr > ^2 Ratio 
AQE -Q 0.24282 0.05225 21 6004 1,275 
‘EDUGTM -0.02058 0.05206 0.1563 0.6926 0/J8Q 
JOBl 0.G1S12 0.0392 0.8431 1.00H 
PIIHl 0.10«& 0,20234 0.2665 0.3057 1.110 
PiMH3 0.32351 0.14605 490&3 Q.Q268 
P&JH5 M7878 0.23078 8.0510 0.0033 1.971 
P%iM 0.45714 0.24782 1.4026- 0.0651 1:580 
PMH7 1.12105 1.05162 ；O-3804 3.068 
, PAIHll 0 08051 认1_47 0.2581 QMU 1.084 
P \ f f i l2 0.35465 D.31859 1.2392 OMBQ 1.428 
PMH14. 0.G7328 QJOQOO 48412 0.0278 1.961 
PEl 0.28753 0.12^91 4 . 8 ^ 0.0269 1.333 
SiMOKEl 0.55375 0.13348 1?J111 <.0001 L740 
fci4a 0.00004 0.13231 Q.57Q5 Q.4500 1.105 
(X1105S 0.13956 0.6275 0 4283 1.117 
INCOME2 -1,11720 0.3221? 0.1323 Q-MO 0.889 
m COMES 0.14078. 0.13982 1.01^1 0,3140 L151 
ittc4 4.018 鶴 0.17153 0.0115 0.9146 0.982 
INCOME? -0.11548 0.19518 0.350.1 Q.BMl 0.891 
mm -0.38433 0.14側& 6J248 0.0085 O.SHI 
d&p 0.14492: 0,1269? L3Q2S '0/25.37 I J56 
mn. -0.53903 0.09 ?I3： 30,7976 <.0001 0.58S. 
s 2 8 观 
Table 3.3 Male MLE for other learning samples 
1¾. 1¾ sSa: 
wiriablG I SE _ SE /) 6E ^ SB 
AG'E Q D.32832 O 05377 0.33152 0.0S4Q0 0.33638 0.05376 0.33184 0.05368 
MARITAL -0.04822 0.11103 -0.05168 13,11117 -0,0.5319 0.11125 -0.05221 0.11120 
EDUCTN 4,00522 &03447 -O.OOSaf 0.03434 ()J t l44 0.03442 -0.01406 0.03392 
JOBl 0.01710 O.0S442 0.0J7|7 0.03767 0.01752 ‘ 0.03475 0.01751 
^ PMHl 0.38132 0.21452 0.3^07 0.2136S 040383 0.21366 0.36327 0.21523 
P U m Q.61^3 OMmvi ‘ 0.59244 0.53084 0.59666 0.53984 ‘ 0.57914 0.53854 
；PMHS 1>.30^ )3： 0.17323 0.31701 0.17301 0.28902 0.17378 0.30882 0.17301' 
PMH9 t>，24482 0,1851¾ 0.21)42^ 0.18531 0.27447 0.1S451 0.25946 0.18516 
MIH12 1.3061：3 O.BfiirS 1.40^21 0.392露 1,30877 0.39220 1.28182 0.391S6 
P l l 0.13480 0.13064 0.14264 0.1307^ 0.14053 0.13115 : 0.13928 :0. 
DBINKI -0.17256 0,,154(39 -0.19114 0.15335 -0.17322 迪 4 毅 0 J 5 2 3 5 
FR2A -QJ979S 0.26086 -0.40901 0.2額 61 -0.4t50Q 0.26045 -0.41823 0.26012 
PDSA "0.29 IfB O.lfTlf -0.28167 0.13747 -0.281-53 0.13752 -0.28643 0.13693 
INCOME! -117412 0-29753 -0.1§38| 0.29760 -0.19097 0.29789 -0.14764 0 .態膽 
INCOME2 4117040 0.170fl2 -0.1?Q2| 0.170¾ -0.16349 Q. 17089 -0.16036 0.17107 
INCOMES 0,33153 0.16§播 ft31G® 0-16885 : 0.30574 0.16902 0.33183 0.16784 
ING^ 0.10798 0.1 0. IDBl 9 €.17978, 0.10526 0.18007 0.09594 0.17896 
IJSfGOMES 0.05047 0.14729 0.04541 0.14735 0.035i2 '0.14679 0.06552 0,14776 
ISlOfME? -0.45813 0.1顯 3¾ -0.45946 0.18348 -0.46082 0.18327 -0.45489 :0JBMT 
..MB 0.20206 0.18222 0.21319 0.18032 0.25117 0.18503 0.17587' 0JS17S 
DEP 0.00221 0.128IS 0.28056 0.12#51 0.27815 0.12881 0.33664 0.12846 
M S l -0-01456 ¢.11515 -0.58763 0.11479- -0.62206 0.11587 -0.59546 0.11511 
„ m 
Tabkla 3*4 Hemmfe MLE for other laarning samples； 
s3a f i f t 3¾¾ 
variable 3 • SE /) SE ft SE /f ‘ SE 
AiIB G 0.24208 0.05213 0.23446 0.05223 0-24042 0.05232 0.24052 0.05224 
EDUCTN -0.01836 0.051G6 -0.0106 0J51gi 01 册2 0.05174 -0.01848 0.05205 
JOBl 0.00401 (101808 0.00546 0.01807 0.00258 0.^1809 0.003T3 0.01811 
P M I l 0.09510 0.20214 0.0944(1 0.18242 0.10934 0.20229 0.10104 0.20254 
PMH3 0.33334 0.14580 0.33667 0.14592 0.33077 0.14598 0.32445 0.14602 
F U m .0,68721 Q.23001 0.68888 0.23074 0.67754 0.23068 0.68306 (X23D85 
PMHI QU4236 0.24604 0 . 4 4 ¾ 0.24646 0.44825 0.24798 0.45547 0.24775 
F3MH7 1.077()3 1,05149 1.13猫 4 LOg-Ill 1.32000 1.05443 1.10S09 1,05148 
PMHll 0.Q8130 0.15B70 0,07826 . 0.15890 0.Q7通3 0.15^61 Q,0ai47 0,15847 
PMH12 0.3M37 0.31689 D.37590 0.J1779 0.36422 0.31767 0.34564 0.318S1 
PMH14 0i)7127 0.30575 0 ,_4權 0.30507 0.66760 0.30710 0.67389 0.30605 
PBl 0.28769 0-1^77 0,27741 0.13009 0.28506 0.12982 0.28643 0.12989 
SMOKEl 0.55360 0.13329 0.53123 0-13337 0.57080 0.1329-7 ^654¾ 认 13麗0 
3WD44 0.10983 0.13S25 0.10553 0.13229 0.11262 0.13225 0.09625 0.13231 
M M 4 U d l i m 0.13928 0.10623 0.13961 0.10735 0.13944 0.10812 0.13959 
i 
INCOMB2 -0.11379 0.32218 -IJ11Q9 i . ^ 1 0 1 “0.11633 0.32227 -0.11556 Q.32207 
INCOMES 0.13601 0.13990 D.15ES8 0.13957 0,13259 0,14002 D-14M1 043981 
IN'C4 -0.03965 0.17038 0.17052 -0.G1965 0.17168 -0.0,1793 0.17,16:¾ 
INCOME? -0.12111 0.19515 -0.12333 0.19495 -0.11676 0.19516 -0.11602 0.19503. 
, M S -0.40516 0.14538 -0.40300 0.14762 -0.4-2236 0.14657 -0.41B46 0.14618-
DEP 0,22111 0.12642 0.16638 0.12730 0.25846 0.12928 0.14076 0.12761 
-0.50607 0,09686 -0,51384 0.09717 -0.496S2 0.0.9731 -0.53419 0.09707 
„ ao 
S.4,1 Ext rac t t h e Significant Covariates f rom t h e Models 
Fbr the five different models fittarl to thn Ioarning samples, their estimates are 
recorded. In thfe sectioa^ tile details of gxtradfcing od微dates and CQinMiiing： the 
estimates of models will h i dippiifcsed. 
Suppose there are rn imputed clati sets, wh(n"e Qi1- • •, Qm and Ui1- •, Um are 
the ¥aints pf fclie parameters estimates and variance respectively. Defiiie5 
rn 
Qm = [ QijtJR1 
whicli is the average of the M Imputed data, set estimates, and 
HI 
Um = 2^ U “ 7 n , 
上 
5 whMi is fclie a¥gra,gf) of the m impofed data set variance, and 
rn 
Bm = J2(Qi - Q";y(。丨.—Qm}/{m — 1), s 
i=l 
which is the sample, variance of the 鶴 impftited data set estimates. Rubin(19.87) 
proposes th&t &e combinefil ^ i m B t e of Qrn is Qrn and the total variance, of 
(Q — Qm) is 
^ = ^ + 0 + ^ 1 l ^ -
Using t d i s t r i b u t i o n with degree of freedom, v, whigra 
二 (m - 1)(1 + 
with r m being the relative increase in variance due to noriresponse: 
Tm = il 十 WThBmJUm. 
. 3L 
A 100( 1 — (¾)¾ inter ml esdmato of Qnt ,JB1 
Qth±t知鹏丨：、 
Tahles 3.5 and 3.6 list the significant comr ia te for inali ^iicl femate among 
five learning samples.- They are extracted at 5% level. Final model is fitted 
with these extracted covaxiates far each l<sniin§ saiiipfe. Ti^n fclie ©stimat'es am 
Iq 'yislcl the final estimates which are shown in Table 3,7 and Table 
3.8. From the tables, all covariates are significantly different from zero at 5% 
significance lesyel. 
3,5 Model In te rpre ta t ion 
Im fetal time-dependent Cox model, the ineluded significant covariates are found 
to be associated with death. Fm male, the factors are age group (AG E G)，the 
previous job record(JOBl)7 dementia(PMH12), drinking tea or €offee(FD5A), 
savmg(INCOME7), depression symptoffi(DBP) and Bitfthel IndfiK(A'DL)i. Foi fe-
male, the factors are age group (AGE G), cardiac disease (PMH3) and chronic 
lroaehitis (P MH 5), Bxercise(PEl)l smoking status(SMOKEl), mental score (MS) 
and Barthel Index(ADL). 
In the time-dependent Cox model, the hazard ratio HR(t) illustrates the 
effect of each covariate. ft GcanpfflSi the values of all covariates at time t. The ^ 
effect of the covariate is & liittar function of other significant covariates in the 
final model, 
ftr I f tfI i l i wha dattfflttia, depression symtom and, is aging will increase 
. � ^ 12 
Table E^tmei lon of significant covariates for Male 
Dwerall 
Qh , Ms Um 3¾ r7n v “ t P-va!职 
AQB Q 0.30265 QJOOOl 0.00289 0.00290 0.0043 ^21584.3034 6.1752 40000* 
M AlITAL -Q.05081 OiJ(I)OO: 0.01236 0.01237 O.fiOOB 18104562.9612 -0.4569 0.3230 
EDUOTN -0,00153 0,00012 CKDOl 17 0.00132 O.lStf 325.3947 -O.04S0 0.4832 
JOBl 0.03535 0,00000 0.00011 0.00031 0.0072 78190,5310 2.0023 Q.022G* 
PMHl 0.38243 0.00Q31 0,04590 0.04636 0.0080 63665.12231 1.7762 0.03.T9 
PMH2 0.J970t QJfiOlS 0.29055 0-29074 0.0006 9807299.2583 L|074 0.1341 
PMST5 0,30690 0.OOQll O.Q300D Q.D3Q13 0,0044 204590.4988 0,8659 0.1933 
PMHi 1126006 0.00012 0.03429 0.03443 0.0041 243389,7391 0.0 觀& 
PMH12 1.32 姑3 0.00241 Q. 15364 0 . 1 ^ 4 11693.2532 &3475 0.0004* 
PBl 0.13#7S OiDdQl 0.01706 0.01707 0.0006 9625606.8633 1.0696 0.1424 
DRINKl -0.19550 0.00057 0.02348 0.02416 0.0290 5022.4943 -1.2577 O.IO© 
F02A -0.41706 0.00Q20 0.06782 0.06806 0.0036 308930.2548 -1.5986 
FIMA -0.28593 0.00002 0.01882 0.01884 0.0012 2642748.77,59 -2.0830 O-OiSfiir 
INiOMEl -0.16899 0.0004(3 0.08866 0.08915 0.0055 136118.4052 - 節 0.2857 
INCOME2 -0.16527 0.00002 0.02922 0.02924 0.0009 4732234.9520 -0S665 
INCOME3 0.32162 0.00016 0,02838 0.02856. 0.Q066 93898.9299 1.90面 0 , 0 m 
INC4 0,10226 0.00003 0.03227 0.03231 O.OOIS 247049-&.0580 a5689 0,2847 
INOOME6- 0..05266 0.00017 0.02175 Q .01194 0.009T 43785.4702 0,5556 0.3611 
INCOME7 -0.45811 0.00001 0.03364 0.03365 0.0002 122192089„4146 -2.4974 0.006 泸 
MM 0.2X333 0.00077 0.03310 0.03403 0.0279 5412.9991 1.1M4 0.1238 
DEP OJQS^Q Q.D0Q7T 0,01656 0.01749 0.0560 1421.5466 2.3307 0.0100* 
ADL -0.60453 0.00019 0.01324 0.Q1348 0,Q1?6 13325.6237 -5.2076 0:OOOD* 
* P-value < 0 .025~" —… ‘ “ ^ ~ ~ ~ "" ‘ 
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Table 3.6 Extract ion of s ignif icant covarjates for Female 
_ OvBtill 
r Q5 B5 U3 T5 rm f P-Ynhm 
A5OB & 0 :•钺4 l.i®2E-»a 3.?t8E-03 2.748E-Ol ；0,0052 14?042.5837 4.5#73 G.QW* 
EDT3G.TS -0.01951 1.105S-0I 么餞 jE-f):5 5.692E-03 0.0005 1&榔075 .4 f_ ; -OMBl 0.G46B 
J G B l 0:00387 1.079E-0e 3.2 7--1 I^lM :3\287E-04 Q.QD40' '257825.8736 0.2136 ©4:15礞 
PM.H1 0.10088 3.976K-05 -LfD4E-0S 4 P 9 9 M 2 0.0012 295'2595>3086 0.4983 
PMH3 0,32975 3.i?lE-()H til ID E-^ 2.1.14E-02 0,(101 a 121137!?; TSTS -2 ..2513 
P'||H'g Q J M l l 5.321EJ02 5.325E-02 0.0007 8762734.2386 2.964-7 0 .001^ 
PMHS 0.44969 4.111E-05 6 .15GM2 E l l S E-03 O, QOCfB 616743&.5246, lJSTJO 0.A346 
F M 7 I S h i m 9.29SE-03 1 . I D I E + � L118E+W' #.0 IOJ 4 a m . 5 7 6 ? 1.0&94 0,1：380 
F l l f i l i 0.0tQ29 1.678E-06 2„5l6E-02 2 ,517^02 ^QOOi 624903955.8187 0.5062 0j£»64 
» PMHia 0 . . 1 . 6 7 1 E - ¢4 1.01lS-:0l 1. OlSE-^l 0.00¾ 1020379.5542 1>140S 0,1270 
PMI-IM 0;«743Q 3.831E-05 0,313E-O^ ‘ (J-WI)S 16609039.3667 '2.203¾ 0.03¾ 
PKX 0/28482 1.128E-05 l.f)87B-(K LB89E-S3 0,0013 2371566.3152 么域以 0 .014^ , 
SMO'KBl Q 3 3 2 m 1.9I4E-04 1.777R-02 0.0134 22灘 1.,6094 4, I W 0.0000* 
FD4A 0： 10483 4k593[E-05 1J50E-02 1.755E-02 0,CttSl 405^08.9117 0.?:913 0,2144 
!EfDfiA d.MSTI 1.940E-O2 1.946B-02 O.OQ03 49590972.4375 0.77&2 0 J 1 J 9 
INCO.ME2 -0.11470 5.#i6E-06 L038E-B1 0.0001 869594029.2318 -0.3563 0,.|60$ 
INCOME3 0.1406¾ 5.909E-05 1.955E-C2 1.962E-02 0X3036 1.00招 O'.Ip'Fl 
-银取S47 1.873 E-04 2.929E-02 2.95tB-0i 0.0® f t 68966.8290 -0；!©? 0.:5© 秒 
1HCQME7 -0.1,1^2 l,g?9E-.05 3 . 8 0 6 E — , 3 . 8 0 8 E-02 0.0006 114i2'6?1.2894 -Q.B109 
辑$ -01.4M66' 2.250S姻 :l.l42E-02 2.1WB-02 0,-0121 25817.7936 -2..7611 0.0029-* 
DBI? OlSfSa 2.742E-03 1,623E，K2; 1.952E-02 0,202§ 1.#>.?|40 1.34GT 0.(3&ll 
^DL： 3.313E-04 9.430E-03 'S, 821^0,1 tKQ41f 2 4 4 3 - ^ 1 -SM45 0.0000* 
s .34 
Table 3.7 Male Combining est imates far fch« final raadel 5¾ a level 
Overall 
§ 5 Pm Gh T5 r m , t 
AGE G ‘ 綱 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 0.003)3 0.00204 0.00342 345192.0869 7.4932' 0.0000 
IOBl a.0M2C 0,00000 0.00132S 0,00028' 0,00651 95684.0416 2.0536 0.0200 
P m Il 2 0.00377 0.13114 0.13566 0,03451 35949230 3.27:66 O.OO0B 
FDiA -0.28219 0.00010 0.01|4l 0.01854 ¢.00683 87004.0270 -2.0725 0.0191 
INCOME? -0.53807 0.00004 0.03170. 0,03180 0,00130 2008085.4543 -3.0172 0.00 访 
D I P 0.38361 0.00208 0.0157? 0.01827 0.15837 214.0027 2.8380 0.0025 
A ^ L -0.6燈40 0.00024 0.00961 0.00U90 0.03021 4651.9890 -6.24ST 0.0000 
1¾¾½ $.& Female GttmfaaniBLg' ^Mnmtes for the final model at 5% a level ” 
Overall 
Q5 Bm U5 T5 r m t P-樹 Iti© 
AGE G 0.2¾¾ O.OOCffil 0.00530; 0.DQ231 0.004$: 173616.1802 5.4508 Q.0000 
t U M 0.34939 0,00§03 0.02051 0.02054 0.0(¾& 1135332.5125 2,4¾¾ 0.00¾ 
FMH5 0.86180 0.00003 0.04747 0.Q4T50 0.0006 9736137.7-229 3.9543. 0.0000 
FE l 0.30840 0.00005 0.0158B 0.01605 0:0038 281258.0030 2.4339 0.0075 
SMOKEl 0,56083 0,®OS) 0.01685 0.01781 0.0568 1383,4282 4 ¾ ¾ 0,0000 
MS -0.49488 0.00093 0.01991 0.02103 0.0559 1425.7561 0.000» 
ADL -0.59449 0.00019 0.00737 0.00760 0.0306 4525.8367 -6.8213 O.DOOQ 
„ ^ 55 
ilii liayxuxl; who drinks t ia or coffee, ha,H saving and 110 limit at k)n in activities .of 
daily living will 4ecroase the hazard. Por female, who has cardiac disease, chroiifc 
bronchitis, smokes, does not do exercise and is aging will increase the licizard; who 
does limitation 111 activities of daily living aiicl aagnitive impairment will 




In t i e previous chapter Cox'g KLCMIBI is Introduced. It is a traditional methodol-
ogy applied in survival analysis. In this study, Decision tree approach is another 
possibility to investigate survival data. In this chapter, basic idea of decision fee昏 
and its ；struidliire will be described. 
Recaisive Partitioning is a r ionparametriG. regression method to explore data 
structure of a sample. It splits the sample into finer and finer homogenaiis sub-
groups by choosing appropriated covgfiate and splitting criterion and a decision 
tree grows until terminal nodes are reached. The basic elements of the tree consist 
of 
t Root mode is the node from which tlig tree is grown. It contains all the 
cases. 一 
• Daughter nodes oontain heterogeneous cases and acre splitted by the covari-
ates. Splitting process will be repeated in daughter nodes. 
s WT 
H Terminal nodes contain Iioinogenous rn^m or ha,vd tx ininiinuin mm of five 
cases. No fiifffhir split will be performed in terminal iiodes. 
H通 aim ©f this study is to apply the CART model to divide the 2024 study 
smbj«rta iiita honiogeiious sub^Cups by the covariates of sociodeiiiograpliics, 
physical stat,usf &tc. The subgroups should Jbe distinct and internally liomoge-
iffifus with respect to the outcome classes. Here，'death' is the event of interest. 
This： stmdr is a two cla-sses problem^ wb^C c(lfftth' data are classified as class 
• L and lCfiiio^d or iJive5 d a t i am cl^sificsl as iilass 0. C A R T program, which 
was developed by Brtimsn, Friodmffii, Olshen and Stone(1984), is adapted in this 
study. * 
4,1 CART Procedure 
The following is the out lint of the CART prqgrtim. Details of the program algo-
rillmi and calctLlEtioiL will be presented :in Sect imi 4,2 aad 4 J . 
L Starting from the root node, the sample is divided by a good split. The good 
split is selected ftom all allowably splits and divides the sample according 
t# i t | criterion. Thui two daughter iiDdes are produced. 
2. Continue the previous splitting p ro i^ s in the daughter nodes with a smaller 
sample size, and more offspring la^eis ari p n « n . The process will be 
s stopped when nodes are 'pure' or attained a minimum, node size of five. 
These nodes are called terminal nodes. 
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The pruning process starts fidia thi bottom of the tree which grows in Step 
% tod towards root node. A sequence of subtrees are produced during the 
process. Among the SubtE^ i tlia ons wiEh iainimiim niiscIaBsifieafcion cost 
is clHK)sen ss. til怒 optimal 
4*2 Selection of the Splits 
Ths idea of splitting a node is to give 'purer' offspring： i i r f i i tfie claM in 
Ihe ；pirciit, jioda., Howeyer, before starting to ielect E best split for a the 
goodi瓶s of split of i, node should be declared first. 
4.2.1 Goodness of Split 
For mny mx:l(�i arid a, candidate aplil .s wlildi diyidas the nocie intQ two danglifer 
iX0das, t � with proportion P^ and t裒 ^i th proportion P^, define the goodness 
of the split s at nod母 t by 
t) 二 明-P j Mf l ) , - Pm(tRl, 
where i(t) the node impurity functlim, - Ghii earitericm Is applied for this 
Impuxity feixctioix - ami P^ Is Hhe probability that a case falls in similarly 
define for PR. Among all candidate Sp l i te l the one which gives the maximum 
t) will be considered as a best split for the node t. The same searching 
procedure for the iplit repeats in daughter nodes t^ and tft separately. 
Thus, the binary tree is grown. Selecting the split that maximizes A%(s,t) In 
, ^ 39 
(.wli notIr is Gqiiivai(�iit o snl(K't»Iiig _ 蘭 splits tlml niiuinii^ th(i ovstull tmn^ 
hiipurit^ 
4,2,2- Type of Variables 
There are two. hvp(\s of ineasurenieiit： variable: ordered and nominal variable. If 
fcliii!© axB k levels fc: %lw ojdered vaiia.bl(^, tliere will be A; — 1 splits. Categorical 
variable taies values in finite set a,Ml it does not lia,ve any natural ordering. If 
tliere cB'e k categories, ths*'e will bs 2人一1 — 1 possible spliis, 
4^2*3 Est imat ion 
Generally, let J% 1:)(-¾ the number E>f ca鄉 in class j ( j 二 1 , " � J ] and • = 
Y,'Li N1. Let the prior pfobftbilities be which acre • t ima t ed from dafca or 
suppl ied by Ihcs a n a l y s t . F(a*"sny M?de t, d e n o t e N(t) b e t h e t o t a l n u m b e r of 
in it and Nj(t) be the number of cases in t balongs to class j. IfefiaM 
t h e r e subs t i t u t i on 雜tim想ta for t h e p robab i l i t y t h a t a ease wil l b o t h b e in A s s J 
and fall into node t be 




D(�Kiu) tho K — f t u t i o i i astinicite for tho probability that a Ei棚 is m dans 
j grvtm thai it falfe into nodes i be 
I ：郝 )二 i. 
i 
ThaiB difiemnfc? fimctians used to measure the impurity i.(t) in goodness of 
gplit. In ihe GART proceduna, Gini criterion is applied as this impurity function. 
Gii^ en a nMe t with estimated class probabilities be p(j\t), the Gini diversity 
iadSxl霸 the ferm 
m 二 I f i v ^ p P ( J i t ) ) , 
. m = 
,'J^i-
r -| 2 
二 E W I 钌 - E p 2 O M ^ ) � � f 
二 i - E 姻 . 。 
j 
In a t w o class unit c o s t § i t t i a t jQi i ? the iadm is :®du(yed： to 
4/3 Pruning the Tree 
Instead of using complicated stopping rules oi criteria to obtain the right set of t 
terminal nodes, the CART program contlmies the splftting process and growing 
the tree until each terminal ftQde m either pure or reaches a minimum node size. 
Here, pure means that tbjg node cases are in only one class. Let the resulting 
. 4 1 a 
la i .g(�h'w�bo Ttnair. Solt-Hitivaly prune this lai.g(�fcreti upwards, and n clecrc^asing 
sequeutja of Hubtimi nm prodiioetL Tli©ii usa eiDss-?aIMaticBi mBth^d to pick out 
the subtree which lias tha lowest estimated misclassification cost as the optimal 
t foe. 
4 H Misclassification Cost 
The main objectii^ of partitioning Is to exferact li(Dinogeii(K)U8 sub总roups 
of the sttidy sample. In other TOids, the better quality of terminal nodes represent 
the better quality of the tree. For a tree T, its quality R(T) is iqpi職Ienl to fclis 
resubstitution estimate of its mleclassificaiiioiL cost which can be calculated t f 
丨 M ( T ) - E M ^ 
tGT 
wlueta R(t) m fcha nacls misclassificatiaii cost mnd T deiiotes the eimrent mt of 
temkiil nod德 Df tiff^ ： T. The mi敢 1 狂ssificirtion cost c(z|j/') for a class j subject « 
to fee dassified as a class, i subject m 
• c{i \j)>0 i l i ^ t 
.» I j ) = Q if i 二 j , . 
Given a node t with estimated node probabilities p(j [亡），'the resubstitution 
estimate of the expected misclassification eost is 
r⑴二 HiinEeG I I 力） ^ 杯 “ 
j 
• Redetae； R(T) as the misclassification cost of the toe T 
s R(T) = ^ m = Jlmpm, -
i e f Ief1 . 
_ 4S , 
where R{t) = r(t)p(t). 
In the unit misclassification cost cnse, i.e. c(i \ j) = 1 and % 寺 • tM 
expected niLsclassifiaxtion rast, nt node t becomes j 
Ki 
r ( i ) 二 I i M i I ^ J 
I 
= i i i i n f l 一 p{i J €)\, 
i. " 
R(T) hc\s arj. important property that, the larger the number of splits in tree 
T1 !the smaller R(T) teconiBS. Let Tf be Ilie new tree formed by incKeasing; 
split in tree T. Then H(TF) will ha糊 a smaller misclassificatiori cost than 
TliMetbrei foi aii¥ splits of a Bcicle t into daughter nodte I工 and fclieir 
misclassification cost will havo the property that R(t) > R{ti) + R(Ir), 
4 ,3*2 C l a s s A s s i g n m e n t I t u l e 
A class assignment rale assigns a dass j to every terminal node i： G Tii wliera 
T denotes the curr^mt set of tefmiaal nodes of tree T. The class assigned to 
node t G T is denoted by j(t), where j(t) — zg If -¾ minimizes the expected 
„ ^ misctesification cosi in, Ylj c(z | 含)p(J | t)；, 
In this Study5 misclassification oost is set to unit and the initial prior proba-
MlMes are set to {1/2, 1/2}. Thus the. class assignment rule reduces to j(t) 
I0 ,h i f fe 知 mintoizes 1 — p(i\i) (Recall that, p(i\t) = ^ y - 二 n ^ ^ ^ n ^ 
4*3*3 Minimal Cost Complexity P r a m t L g 
Since a large tree Tmax contliins a large number of nodes, there will be a Hiimber 
of different ways to pruni ti® fcffe, resultlttg a huge number of subtrees. T'hus a 
selective pruning prosetdure ig fequir^d. It is th0 minimal Gdit complexity pruning. 
"44 
Bv t't)ni|xiring the misclassiliaition R(T) audi Ihe ^juiplexifcj among： the 
subtree, a, sequence of minimal c:oyt-coniplexity trees can be constructed. 
Let Tnmx be the iiiitml large tixx ,^ and the pruning process starts with Tmax. 
For any subtree T < Tmnx, and itn tree complexity j Tt | ^ where :| T'\ which is 
tMasd 滤 the mmiber of terminal nodes: in tar機 T, fornix the cost-comple^clty. 
It is a IiniHT K)iftWnation of the mi&ela^ification cost of the tree mid its complex-
ity, 
Ea(T) 二 R(fT) + a I f I， 
w l 妨 a is a complexity parameter greater than zero and | T | is a measure 
crf fcrps omnplexity. Tliis cost-dsmplexity function penalizes a big tree. Using 
this nifitIiM, a ssqu©icB of nested essential iubtrees from any given large tree 
Tmax a n able to be conitructad. Therefore the optimal tree can be pickexl out 
araimg the resulting subtrees. The following listed tha Outfin^ af tlie prraiisg 
procedure 
• Compute R(t) for each node imfihe large tree, where R(t) = r(t)p(t) and t e 
is a th^ mode within the large tree. 
• For any given 郷Iue Qf m, find the subtree T(a) < Trnax which minimizes 
the cost complexity Ra (T). The smallest minlinizl^; subtree Tfa) for 
complexity parameter -a m defined by the conditions 
丄 J- maoc 
if Ra{T) = thea T{a) < T. 
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• Eacii subtree ^ gouoratod by pruning upwm'cl from 1½ previous subtree. 
I. To fiixd the critical value of 
For every value, of a , Uiere exists a smal les t iiiiiiiiiiizing sub t ree . Defiiid T 1 二 
T(O), wi th o二0, t hus T i Si t l ie smal les t sub t ree of Tnlivx and sa t i s fy ing R(Ti)= 
R(TmtIx) • L^t J\ ^ e ^ i v braiicli of t i « Tx 
“ R[Tt) 二 £ .糊 ^ Ma(Tt) 二 及 妬 ） I 负 I . 
t&rh 
s l 4 � t f b e any nontexminal norfe of t ree T1 , End h e t ie; subbraHch of 
b ranch Ttf 
R(t') ^ Ra{{tf}) = W ) + 
As long as the- Braaicli Tt h a i a smaller OTt-compIexity, the single node f 
� 艮綱 < KB. 
O b t ain j 
a B(T,) + a I < R(tr) + a 
Rjt1)-綱 
‘ < ~ . 
I T t I - 1 
I I . T o find t h e s e q u e n c e of n e s t e d s u b t r e e 
.Lat :a funct ion 51 (t), where t G T1 i s the noji-tea•皿inal node of the branch T1 
be ^ 
„ 1 趟 二 _—順 t ^ . 
Define the weakest link, I i , ill the branch T^ a i r 
ffi(^i} 二 » m gi{t) and a2 = P1(J1). 
4S 
A new t i : ( x � T 1 is fonn(>d by p n i n i n g off F1 f r o m TI, i.e. T2 < T1. 
t l进 p r r ¥ i o u s s t eps n n d find tiio weakes t l ink ^2 in 二 "2(¾) a n d f o n n a. 
n e w t r ee T^. Follow t h e above procedure，and s t a r t p r u n i n g from th^ botf .om of 
Tmax. A sequence of i iested s u b t r ( � � s is obt;ained Ti > T2 > • 一 > {~}，also wi th 
a sequence of increas ing {«} , < ^ < " ' w i t � i a t = 0-
4,：4 Cross Validation 
Recal l t h a t , t h e t ree select ion is based .011 r e s u b s t i t u t i o n e s t ima te s of misclas-
sifici^im _ s t and the quality of inisc:lassification cost estimate R(T(A)) will 
greatly effect the optiHium-siz^d tree 雜IectiQn• In order to construct a relatively 
unbiased es t imate of the tru® misclassificatiori cost, cross-validation method is 
appl ied- Ifc is s u i t a b l e for fimall aainplesEse. 
4.4.1 V-fold Cross-validation 
T h e cases of s t u d y e s m p l s £ Bm r a n d o m l y divided in to v subse ts of near ly same 
size. Denote by A , • * .、二. IMine Ishe 幻-th subsample be 
jC{v)=C - Cv U 二 ！ .^..,Vg 
wMch GQBtains the fraction (V — l)/¥ of the total data cases. Using these 
静，® =Z I5 • • • , F 紐bsamples to grow trees separately with the previous 
IplittiSg and pruning mathod. For each value of complexity parameter a, let 
T(f»l. ind T ^ la) be the corresponding minimal cost-complexity subtrees of 
TMAX and T^ respectively. 
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Siaco eac4h t n x � T ^ x does n o t c o n t a i n £ , v ； 1, • • 5 , V . A f t e r cons-tructing 
t l ie t r t ^ Tt\^Ic w i th s u b s a i n p l e . C ^ , s n b m i t L , in to & i s t r e e tirni 
c o m p u t e tlie following q i 職 t i t i 隊 Ds f ine 
Mj;f = tins n u m b e r of clans j cases in Lv classified M i b y 
Bf.^ 二 E v N-J^ — th(i iminbsc of class j cases classified a.s Ii 
Nj 二 t h e t o t a l m m i h t r of ；class j cases in C. 
Fof ¥ 192¾¾ T ^ ( a ) shou ld IiH^e n e s r l y t h e s a m e classif icat ion accuracy as 
Tip). T l i i e s t i m a t e d p r o b a b i l i t y of a case in j t o be classified in to i for T(a) 
m 
^ N i J f N j 7 
and tli<? ^ s t of mitclassificatioii for class j item is 
i 
T h e n the expec ted misclassif icat ion cost for T(a) is 
湾 : T ( 参 W " ( 俩 ) ， 
i 
wfefirt 二 N—JN .is t h e prit>r e s t ima te . F inal ly t he cross-val idat ion misclas-
s i f icat ion cost es t imates become 
‘ ‘ ' y 
Iii fcliB u n i t c o s t ease, i t is propartiiQii of fest ^e t C^ cmses misclassified, T h e 
C A R T p rog ram proceeds a 10-fold cross val idat ion. 
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4.4.2, Selectmg t h e r igM sized t ree 
Recall that, T(ak) = ii tl懇 minimal cost-complexity siibtree with para,meter 
•為〜{a} may vary contiiiousip Then the minimal cost-complexity trees grow 
oh, "£ 瓶d icpiil to 1¾ for ^ < a < e^+i. Take a'k 二 y/^afc+^ so that 
<_\'k is the geometric midpoint of tilt interval such, that T(a) 二 1¾, 
Let . I P p y bs th i estimate by submitting C11 through the tree T(1’)(afk). 
In order to select the right sized tree, T^0 is picked out such that 
Then use Rcv(Tko) as an estimate of the inisclassificatioii cost. Let 71-o be 
the final optinmm-sted tre& 
4’5 Missing Value 
In the tree-growing and pruning steps, it is assumal, tiiafc tter^e i i»0 missing data. 
However, in practical study, missing values are usually found in the prognostic 
factors. This problem will be lm»cll«cl by the surrogate splits. The approach 
attempts to utilize the information in other variables to assist in sending thos^ 
missing subjects. 
For any given node t, let .Sit be, the best split of the node into iL and tR . 
Take any variable xm and let Sm be the set. of all splits on rnm and Sm be 
the set of coiriplenieiit splits Io Sw , which other variables splits,, ,For any 
split. Sm e Sm U Sm of the node t into tfL aad t'R , Let Nj(LL) be the number of 
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in t that both audi sw. send loft ( t^ D t'L ). The estiinatetl probability 
of a Ccistv falla nit!) n H1 ii “ 
p㈦ n ' 4 ) 二 ！>(/:)场仏幼/称 j 
aMi esfiinalml prpbaMlifej Hiai Tboth s* and ,sfn send a case in t left is 
PLL{/,身恤）二pit&^^iypi1)-
It is aimilaxly for Prr{s*, sm). 
Tlie result ©f tlis split Bm is unkiipwii and we only have the result of the split 
Bm, TIKII the estimated probability that ^m predicts s* is 
pK sm) =PziXs*: ^¾) + sm). 
A split 5m G Swi U S^1 is called a s u r r o g a t e spli t Oxi Xrn foi; s* if 
p(s*，Im) = s>J5 K 
Sm 
where the maximum is 0¥t^ Sm U Sm. 
Define 
•V , �— rnin(pL7pR) - (l —p{s*3 im)) tSmJ = ：： ： ’ rnin{pL,pR) 
where pi and Pr me the： ida£i¥e prabsbilities that 5* sends the cases in t left 
and right. It is thm predictive meaBiire of heiwmn s* afi^ Sm^ wliidi 
measures how good a predictor 3爾 is,: 
“If there are ,missing valuer, the best split s*m G Errt on Xrn ia eoiapufed using 
all cases containing 簋 value of Xm and s* is selected as that split s*n which 
maximizes i). Rir the cases which have missing value which cannot be 
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T.k�fim�d by s � a m o n g all ii(»iinissing variable in fclios^i Snu tiaid Etrt having 
tl\e higlu->st mesmir德 of pradictive association with ,s* and split U ig i i i with 
4.6 Results of C A R T p rog ram 
Tlie CART program is capable, of ha;ii(llixig missing data; no ini])utatIon for miss-
ing da.ta in. the study sample will be p or formed. As mentio 磁 1 l>efore, male and 
female ham different ehaiacteiMics in socio-clemographic, physical status, etc. 
Therefore，they will be analyzed separately. 
Itx tlik skidy, have a two classes tree problem^ one class {1} is f t e death 
Iind tins other class {0} b the alivg or censored, data. The tree model will be 
adopted with a unit misclassificffltion cast, that means c(0jl) = 1 Of5 cfl|Q) 二 I1 
wMch put ^qu^l weight ftm botii. classification error. 
Sfeide the CAKT program cann©l handle the- time dependent covariates, only a 
tlie baseline intgrrie零 measureMMit (rf Mental Score7 Depression and Barthel 
Index are included Ia thg trei moiM- The optimal tree is generated with all the 
incMed GQ¥ariates far both sex separately. 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are the graphs of the tree models produced by CART 4.0 
PRO of Salford Systems. According to the class assignment rule mentioned in 
Section 4-.3,2, eadi, termiixal ne£e is aasigiied 及 class, which is listed in Table 4.1 
for both gender. Details terminal node reports are Stown in Appendix E. 
Sl 
Table 4.1 Class- Assigmnent of Tertninal Node for both s<>x 
Male Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 9 ID i l 12 
Class D O 1 D O 1 1 1 O I 1 1 
ftmifile N o d e 1 2 3 4 5 6 f 8： 8 I D I I -
G l a s s 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
^ b l e 4.2 lists the splitting variables aad their criteria, o£ the CART modefe. 
Cases which fulfill the criteria will be assigned to the Irft, otherwise will be 
‘ assigned to the right. 
Table 4.2 Splitting Variables and Griteria fQ¥ Tree Models： 
JvIale 
Node Variable Criteria Node Variable Criteria 
1 AGB G 1, 2, 3 7 FDIA 1 
B AGE"G 1 a JQBl 3, 6，7，10, Xl 
� : 3 BEP TO 1 9 E D l O T N 2, I1 4, 6,7；.« 1 ； 
4 J03B1 2，4, B, 9，12 18 EDUCTN 2, 4, 5, % 7, S 
, 5 PMHS O 11 J Q B l 1 , ¾ ¾ ^ 8 , ¾ I l a 12 
6 ADL TQ 1, 2 
Female： 
Node Variable Criteria Hod^ Variable Criteria |： 
1 AGE G 1, ：2 6 SMOKEl 1 
2 DSP TQ 1 7 FDg在 0 
3 PMHl O 8 JOBl 3, 6，8, 9, 10, 12 
4 PMH6 O S PMH8 1 
ADL W 1, ^ 10' FDliA, 1 
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4:7 Model In te rp re ta t ion 
In tfae tree，va-riables in top layers are moje important than the oLliers, because 
they discriminate m(xst of the cases. In Figurii 4.1 and 4.2, the age group(AGE 
G) and depisiifve 哪aptom(DEP TO) are important for both models. 
In tilt�CART model, the learning samples for male and female are divided 
into twelve liomogenoiis subgrwipi aiicl eleven subgroups respectively. Within all 
subgroups^ Kaplan-Meief iitrwvaj curves are plotted. Figure 4.3 and 4,4 
« tlie survival curves for male aiicl female. 
The curves in Figure 4.3 fe^elte major distinct characteristics of sur-
vival for male. TeraiinEl mocl# niiinber five lias the longest survival times End 
conimins casess wtich are younger (AG E G 二 2 Qr 3), no depressive symptom (DEP 
TO), KD diabBtea(PMH9), no difficulty in activities of daily living(ADL T0)f! don't 
drink tea or coffee(FD5a), had jfib(.JOBl) and educated(EDUCTN). Terminal 
ttoda rinmber twelve has tha shot-test surviml times, and contains cases which are 
alder (AGE G = 4 or 5). F^r femnl^ there are eleven survival curves. Terminal 
node number seven has the longest survival times aad CQMiains cases which are 
older (AGE G = S5, 4 .or 5), no difficulty in activities of daily livIng(.ADL TD)^  
noil smoking(SMOKEl), eat white meat(FD8A) and had job(JOB 1).Terminal 
node number four has the shortest survival times and contains cases which are 
younger (AG E G = 1 or 2), have depressive symptom(DEP TO), Eiad ^Mperienced 
stroke(PMHl). Therefore tilie tte登 fe employed as a means of stratifying the 
learning sample. 
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j Node 1 
Class 二 O 
AGE_G o： 3.500 
^^mmmmmmmmm^^mmm^^^mmm^mrn^m^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^^^^m CbS 8 CBSes % m^^^^mmmmm^m^^^^mm^m^m^^^^^mmmmmm^^m^m^^^ 
\ O 500 63.6 
t 2B9 36.2 
I N-79B 
Node 2 Tormiul 
Oass = O Node 12 
AG^G <= 1.500 Cbss = I 
— — — — — Class Cases % Cb" Cases % 
0 440 71.5 0 69 37.7 
1 175 28.5 1 114 62.3 
N = 615 N= 183 
Terminal Node 3 
Node 1 Cbss = O 
Chss = O DEP_T0<= 1.500 
Cbss Cases % ———Class Cases % — 
0 200 81.3 0 240 65.0 | 
1 46 18.7 1 129 35.0 
N = 246 N = 369 
Node4 Node 10 
Chss = O Class = 1 
JOBI= EDUCTN : 
(2-4'8'9'12) (2,4,5,6,7,8) 
—* Class Cases % ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ Class Cases % __ 
j 0 175 71.4 0 65 52.4 
j 1 70 28.6 1 59 47.6 
丨 N = 245 N = 124 
Nodell 
Termnal NodeS Class = 1 Termial 
Node 2 C b s s - O J O B U Node 11 
Cbss = O PMH9=(0) (1,2,3,4,5,8,9,11, Ciass = I 
Cbss Cases % Cbss Cases % “ 12) Class Cases % 
0 44 88.0 O 131 67.2 Cbss Cases % 0 15 34.9 
1 6 12.0 1 64 32.8 O 50 61.7 1 28 65.1 
N ^  50 N: 195 1 31 38.3 N = 43 "^^―—1 N = 81 — 
Node 6 Termhal Termhal Tdrmnal 
CIass = O Node 8 Node 9 NoddIO 
ADL_T0<= 2.500 Cbss = I Cbss = O Cbss = 1 
———Class Cases % Class Cases % Cbss Cases % Cbss Cases % 
0 119 70.4 0 12 46.2 0 37 78,7 O 13 38.2 
1 50 29.6 1 14 53.8 1 10 21.3 1 21 61.8 
I N = 169 N = 26 N = 47 N = 34 
Termhal Node 7 
Node 3 Cbss = O 
Cbss : 1 FD5A = (1) 
Class Cases % Class Cases % 
0 12 52.2 0 107 73.3 ‘ 
1 11 47,8 1 39 26.7 
N = 23 N = 146 
TermLl " “ ^8 
Node4 咖⑷=。丨 
Cbss-O 删 = 
Class Cas'es % 0 _ 
0 51 82.3 P C b n S ^ t l L H 
1 11 17.7 0 6 7 
N: 62 1 28 33_3 
N = 64 
Node9 =~ 
Cbss = O IT' 1 
EDUCTN= ^de7 1 (2,3,4,6,7,8) r. Ch®Ss1 0/ Cbss Cases % Cbflss Casfos , 0 38 77.6 ° 18 514 
V 11 似 1^3517 48.6 
N,49 N'35 
Termi a) Termh al 
Node 5 Node 6 
CIass = O Class = t 
Cbss Cases V Cbss Cases % 
0 32 88.9 0 6 46.2 
1 4 11.1 1 7 53.8 
N = 36 N= 13 
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0,25" ^ ^ I W ® 
I ^ I I I I ^ 
O 500 1000 1500 1000 2500 3000 3500 
Dur 
STffiTA： i i o d ^ l O O O censored m i e = l 
s^ 加de=2 � 關 Ceusorel node:2 
ri0de=3 O 關 Censored node二3: 
node=4 O O G Cmsared n o d “ ‘ 
node=5 • 泛 ® Caisored node=5 
nodi=6 • • & Cmsored node= 6 
nofie=7 y L' u Ceasored node=7 
U E- u Censored node-8 
node=梦 O y O censored node=9 
node^lO ^ ^ Censored node=10 
n o f e l l a ^ a Censored node口 11 
node=12 G O O censored node=12 
,Figu斑 4.3 SurYfyal curves strata bf terminal nodes for Male 
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0.50" ^ ¾ ! 1 1 " ¾ 
i 一 
0*25 ' ^^^^^^ 
0 ,00 ' , , • , , , 
I I I I I I I r 
O 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 
Dur 
STRATA! “ “ HQdg=I 0 0 0 CensorM node=! 
node=2 � 關 Censored node=2 
—""“nofe=3 隨& Censpxed node=3 
^ O O Caisored node=4 
node=5 O O [> censored node=5 
node;6 ^ O O censQred no细:6 
,^ = /=% 
――"BDd^ r ? “ y Censored .node=7 
node动 ？ O Ctoored node=8 
— n o t e ! O O O Censored node=9 
node40 0 0 0 Caisoxed node^lO 
rioda=ll u O u censored node=11 
Blgiore 4 4 Survival curves strata by terminal nodes for Female 
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Chapte r 5 
Model Predict ion 
In this chapter, the test sampli is used to compare between the Cox's model 
and the CART model. Both ；inodels are used to predict: the class status9_ alive or 
� deM l^iy of each Individual in, the test sample at the closing date March 31，2000. 
Comparison of the3predicted r 德 w i l i be given. 
Applicat ion to Test Sample 
Fax the Cox's model, each IeaDaing; sample has its parameter estimates. As a 
result, five sets of parameter ^ t i m a t e , axe obteined for the five learning samples. 
T h騰 five sets' af ealimates are combined to yield the final estimates. The details 
are s I i d « i i in Chapter 3. Then fche final model i& used to predict Ihe ouixome of 
each individual in Sie test ；sample. 
fof the GAKr model，the CART program is capable of handling the missing 
values by surrogate splits. Therefore, no imputation is re^niEed, After the teee 
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mo( Iol is lu�iiig, Uuilt by liwrilng； HJiinpIt^ Mie H^ sii Mwiipk) will bQ pufc into t \m 
t w i u q c M for prBdictaan. 
5.1,1 F i t t ing tes t sample to Cox's Model 
To achieve the consistenc^y of _ )<M C(HiiparisOn, same set of (-ovariates should 
!i發 i_ktd(M fiiff both models. Cox's inoctol and CART iIiociel5 As the CART 
program eaiiiiot handle time dcpeiideiit Govaria,t,es, only the baseline interview 
ineasurenients of Mental Score, Depression and Be the l I m i ^ included in the 
tree model. Therefore the Cox's model should be fitted again with the above 
change of covariat® for betli mx. Th(�same €stiination procedure is followed as 
mentioned in Ctopt^r 3. Th$ii： j:fsul|f listed in Table 5.1 and 5.2 and all 
^ covariates are significaatly different from zero at 5% significance level. 
In the combined final model, pa'i'aincter estimates 0 are computed for both 
•i^. Estimation survi雄 1 probability given the test sample covariates can then 
b# perfoicKffii The torvival probability at time t for an individual with covariate 
values: x is 
嫩=[sS)]eM(3x\ 
where So(t) is the baseline survivor function. Ixi the model prediction, t is taken 
as the closing date. 
TCabh^  Fhxal EMtdiiiatefL felmlpl for Miilp 
Ovta'ttll 
1Q^  J5 rm ¥ ^ P-^lb i<J 
AQE G ().45()10 ().00000 0.00180 0.00180 O.QOOO oo 10.6206 0.0000* 
JQBI 0.04681 0.00000 0.00027 0.0002? 0.0000 oo 2.8543' 0.0022* 
PMHl 0.57706 0. OQOOO ；0；04040 0.04040 O.OOOO oo 2MU 1X0020* 
PUUm 1.84742 0.0000() 0.1 IMJ IU1947 0.0000 oo 5 3448 0.0000* 
INCOME? -0.55186 0.00000 0.03159 0.03159 Q.D000 oc MMM WMICI* 
_ m P - 聯 < 0.025 攀=$:he values are very large -
• aTifcle Fia&| Estimated Mo<M for Feniale 
, Overall. 8 
Q's> .¾ ft T^ 1 沪饥： Y t P-¥aiue 
AGE G 1..^432 0.00000 0.00221 0.00222 0.0017 1346092.8994 gj織0 0,0000* 
'PMHB 0.33098 O.OQQQl 0.02056 0.02057 (M)OQ? 8717670.7923 2,3078 0.0105* 
BVIH5 0.79125 0.00004 0.04726 O/OITSO ChDOIQ 40SOMS 激45 3,6381 0.0001* 
P霞W 0.86748 0.00001 0.07714 0.07715 0 . _ 1 462942818.8329 3.1232 0.0009^ 
PEI 0.32416 0.00003 0.ffl«52 0,1)1656 0.0024 688013.4083 2.5192 0.0059* 
SMOKEl 0.55425 0.00025 0.01695 0.01725 0.0175 13529.0272 4.2203 0.0000* 
„ MSCORE � . 3 _ I 9 0.00018 0.01820 0.01842 0.0120 28423,5680 0.0018^ 
ADL TQ -0.&0788 0.00027 0.00924 0.00957 0.0352 3463.3618 -4½½ 0.搬00* 
_ 誇 P»¥Elue < 0 . 0 2 5 
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Fitting test sample to CARX mociel 
In Chapter 4, the CART mod(�l is built, HepBtately for male and foiimlc by usUig 
tlio learning sample data. According to the class assignment; rule, iivery terminal 
node of the tree is assigned a cla^s either class 1 for death or cla.ss O for alive or 
censored data. With this tree model being built, prediction of classes ran made 
for the test sample "by drfisppiflg covariates down to the tree. Ea-cli observation 
in the feist SHmple i | processed case by rmae, beginning at the root node. The 
„ splitting criteria ara applied, and tlie case moves left or right down the tree until 
reaches a terminal node. If the iplil cannat b^ SppIM because the m m is 
incomplete, a surrogate split criteiion is used. 
^JIkj results af the prediction for bath Si^ are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. 
• Jpible I1J Distribii€on pf terminal, nodes for Male 
Terminal Assigned Actual Class Tss i iaa l Assigned Actual Class 
Node ^ h m O 1 TOTAL Node C t o ‘ P 1 TOTAL ,: 
1 O . i W 7 1 丨 3 5* :8 
2 0 4* 7 U i X (y O^  0 
I : 1 S (F 2 P 0 7* '6 11 
4 D 11* 忽 14 10 1 4 10 
r S Q. 铲 3 11 11, 1 在 B* 12 
$ :i a o* a i m 40** m \ 
Frequencies of correct prediction are * 
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‘― 11.hle.IA Dfefcribution of terminal node for Fejnalt^  一一… 
Terminal ‘ Aligned Actual Class Terminal Assigned ,itonal 
Nxxfe \ OiMi O 1 TOTAt ,Node Cla'ss O :1 TOKL 
1 D 8 _ 7 D 1* 1 它 
2 O 3伊 U I l B Q 沪 1 4 
3 1 0 1* 1 9 O , 4* 1 & 
4 1 i J* 5 ID 1 U 6*5 19 
.5 1 IG IOf 42 11 1 e .8* 14 
f) : Q "J* 3 6 
. Frequencies of correct prediction arr _ 
5,2 Comparison of Model Predict ion 
In, order to make of blip predicted result between the two analytieal 
沩 icalf t6. i i i j ^u re t,h(�accuracy of prediction is adopted. It is the 
iniscla^siiication n i t�-
Misclassification R a t e 
Misclassification rate is defined as the relative frequency of incorrect prediction. 
The foniiula is 
� ， Number of incorrect Predictioiis1 
Misclassification rate 二 I — ： ： ].式.HlfJ o^, v lOMl IllHllb^r DI CEtJ0¾ 
The lower the m isc Lassi fi c at km the more accurate of the model is. 
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5,2,2 Misclassiflcation Rate of Cox's raodel 
Tho Cox1S incxk^l gives predicts! values of survival probability a.t any given time 
for (?acii iticiividual instead, of predicted class status, death or 4:cnsoml. Therefore 
a, pile is needed for the class assigiiiftint in order to c:^lcuiata the rniHclassificatioii 
rate, Thi estimate of survival pmbatoilitf i l th© losing dati is fotmd. By setting 
a CaiticaJ value to fcliese survival prohiibilit^ estimate, the stattiE of mdividual 
can l>a cla^ssilied into two daises. If Uia s t i m a t e is greater IliaH a： ei t ieal VaIiie1 
the iitflividiml will be classified as alive or ceu^ored cUita, class 0. Otherwise,, 
it will be classified rm death, class 1. Tlig; cfifekal vahiBS are the estimation of 
survftfil pi'obabilitf of the elderly in Hong Kong who are 7() vea,rs old or above 
and measured from 1991 to 1_99. The information of elderly populations and 
Miflber of dBsfeh, aca obtained from the Deniograpliic Statistics Section, Census 
mnd Statistics DepartiBent. Tlic^  critical vah腦 for mate aiicl female are 0.5186 
and 0.6162 respectively. Appendix F shows the calculation of the critical values. 
AMQthfir attempt is proposed by taking the estiumtioK of survival probability in 
fcke learning1 sample m the Gritlcal value far eadi, gender. 
Only one set of test sample prediction lWill be used for misclassification rate 
ee>Eaparfeon in the Cox's model for both gender. It is because the parameter 
estimates of, the fi獨 ln^pulpi learning samples are very close to each other, as 
can be seen in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The sample variance B^ of the five imputed 
datm fe very gnmll. In "the five impmted test samples, they almost have the same 
oalfxans f® the prediction. Details of the missing values of covariates are attached 
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in Apptmtil^  
5.2.3 Misclassification Ra te of CART model 
l a 1¾ fitted CART model, evm-y terminal nodes of Uie tree are a.sHigned a class. 
Details are listed in Table 4.1. In tha pssdicticui process^ cases of the test sample 
are dropping clown to the fitted tiwe model and split ted with the criteria. Finally 
emr^ -casa reaches a terminal node. Then will be assigned as the same classes 
as the terminal nodes. It is tl诶 predicslfil tlass. Since the actual class of individual 
in test sample is known? the ndsetesilfcation mie can Ite calculated; by countiiig 
the milliter of s t r e e t predicted ckiss. Tlie 2 K % tsbl^ of misclassification is 
Actual Predicted Class 
Class 5 1 Total 
0 K00 ntn n0, 
1 几 ID ^ L L Tl1. 
Total n_Q n_i n, 
The ineoir^t number of predicted cla^s is equal to nf i l + fii0. Then the misclas-
Sificatiem rate of the CART model can be obtained easily： 
5.2.4 P r e d i c t i o n Resu l t 
The performance of tha Gox's mixlel aad the CART model is compared by their 
,misclassification rate. The lower the mi驟lassificatioii rate, the better is the model. 
Table 5.5 shows the overall miielassificatlon rate of the two analytical methods 
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for both vSox. Tnblo« 5.Ci naicl 5.7 show the t^riniiiiil uod.es Inisclassificution i.a,t<�of 
the two am�’Iyt.k�a.l iiictliods for male 釭：tid toju'ale reBpectively. 
TahIa 5.5 Tho ovcnill misclassitication rate for the two mot,hods 
::ClassiHcation aatl Regression Tro(3 Model Cox Proportional Hazards Mod-el 
Mate ： 35.B59% 41,414¾ 
F^mple 29.902% 47. 
Table 5.6 Male Terminal node iniscla^sification rgte .for tho two tnethods • 
TerfflJnai Node Cfe^ification wid Re謹region TIf^ b Model Cox Proportional Hazards Model 
1 19.1,49% ; 31.915% 
2 63.636% 36.364% 
, I a ioo% 50.000% 
4 21.429% WTM0q 
5 27.273% : 54.545% 5 
n 100¾ ioo% 
c7 .37,500¾ ,3X500% ； 
； • 8 - -
9 46.154% 61.538% 
10 40JD0% 30.00(1¾ “ j| 
11 3 3 3 3 3 % 33.333^ 丨丨 
\% 了 41.17^0 4hirWu 
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„ r . ^ M b I f e i L x 1 1 i 1 1 n . 1 no(l(> mi^ claHsific^ ifcion ratr: for (,iio t-,wo iiK f^Jiorls 
Tonuiiiiil NotU1 CliVssificiitiou and Ti.rre Model Cox ProportionaJ Hcizjirds MckIi;! 
1 12.308% 4:3.()7份)％ 
I 26.829¾ 51.22(1% 
3. O 丄_ 
哇 J； 2 0 . 0 0 0 % 2 ( ) . ( 3 0 0 % 
I : 38.09.5% 
fi ' 10.000% 50i)00% 
7 50.000% 50.000% 
. ; ： S : " 1 5 . 0 0 0 ¾ 11 
,9 20.DG0% 80.000% 
IQ 6¾.421% ^¢21¾ 
I I 42.8&r% 42.857% : 
CJbirtcriii^l CART model has the smaller overall misclassificatioii rate and gives 
better performance in prediction, Howevei:$ Ia t t e terminal nodes misclassifica-
fein rate for male，in terminal node 2, S and 10, the Cox's model gives a baiter 
performance than the CART model. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, the resnltvs of the t w fit tori model and tbeir pmdiction per-
formance are compared. Moreover, the advantage and disadvantage of the two 
. statistical techniques are discnissod. 
6.1 Comparison of Results 
For the two methodologies, same sfil ©f covariates is used to fit the model. A Enal 
model is resulted with Ccprresponding covariates, parameter estimates (only for 
Cox's model) and koma§eixous iubgxoups(ajily fgr CART model). FuttermDTe^ 
the test sample i& put iiiiii thesp fitted models and ^ e prediction accuracy is' 
examined. The results are eompared below. 
• Variable Selection 
Th^ fitted models do not have strong coincidence .in choosing covariates. 
For male, they only hmm Ihe mme variable selection on age group (AG E G) 
"07 
and provious job ret;x)nl(J()Bl). Fdr Ieirmkl t t e ssaia Variable Hel.ccted' m.o 
a.ge group(AGE G)’ Binoking status(SMOKEl) and Mrtliel iiiclex(ADL). It 
is Wcauae in the Cox's Model5 tli(�vaiiabfe selection is based 011 the sig-
iiifcuit of tlie mriabl^s to勸,rdi tlics mOii^l. However, the CART model 
selects variables which split most If tin ftridy sample into homogenous sub-
groups„ The mriiblB importance and its goodness of split clo not have good 
a酵 aement,. 
« Prediction Perforni®iGe 
111 prediction, the fitted models are adopted to predict Ehsdbss StaIi^ S5 alive 
Di4 de«tli, of eaeh mdividaal in the test sample at closing date (March 31, 
2000). In the terminal nodes nikckmsification far both Bm', GART model of-
ten giv<a a better perfarinaiiQEi ami Iib,s better overall misclassification rate. 
ThiivS GART model perforins better than the Cox's model. One possible 
explanation is that th^ CAKT model conducted a 10-fold cross validation 
diiOTg the model coBstruction, and this process made the model more ro-
bvrnt than, tlie GoA mddel. When the test sample is applied to the fitted 
model, it gives a better prrfiction result 
6,2 Comparison of the Two Statistical Techniques 
The advaiifcage and disadvantage of the Cox's model and the CART model on 
various aspects will be presented. 
• Assumption 
6S： 
Cox-'8 model rcc^iircs the constancy of liazard ratio over time unless it is 
extended to include time-dependent covariatea. CART model has no re-
striction. 
• MisMng V a l u e 
Cox 's mocIdl c a n n o t hand le miss ing d a t e . T l i e iiiiBsiTig d a t a emi be e i ther 
(liscaixlecI or filled up 1¾? iiirpTitafcioiiu CART model performs surrogate split; 
and n o iiiipiitaiiDti iwiuir^d, 
• I i i fo i 'm^ iw. 
If the aHsuiiiption of Cox's model Ls satisfied, it in more informative fclian tlio 
C A R T B灘W . Ife P capable csf p rov id ing t h e e s t i m a t e d survival probabi l i ty 
of Mi ni(liviclua.l _ a.ny spFrifiq iimi# and tibtP liazanl rati(> of the exposure 
^XQRI> to g roup . 
• T i I iic^il ep<Bi£lGti 11^ffiabl(S) 
Ti me- d^.p ende Ii t Cox model hand les these variables.. C A R T iiiodel Is ui iahte 
to accommodate t.lic time-(Impendent variables. 
• Variables Selection 
Oox5S model enabh\s jussessiiK^nt of tke effp.ct- on mriables cus^ociatfid wit,h 
deixtli. CART xnodel extracts meaningful ^nbgTDiip.s by tho characU^rizerI 
variabies.. 
• Siza 1)1" Daf a Sof, 
Both iiiocleLs ai(A ablc^  p m w large data mt o[fif-i(Mitlv. 
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6.3 Limitat ion 
Iti is difficult to compare Cox's niocfcl and CAET model because they are based 
on different assumptions. Cox's model is semi-parametric and requires constancy 
of hazard ratio over time. It can be extended to time-depenclent Cox model 
througli including time-dependent variables-. Its outcomes are the estimated sur-
v t e l probability of an individual at a specific, Iinr^ giveii u iiixmli^ er rf covariates.. 
CAST model is iiDiipii.mnietrk. Its outcomes ar.e the splitting variables and the 
homogenous subgroiipa^ To Htrike 孜 balance between accuracy and consistent 
comparison, same net of covariates are used, only the baseline interview observa-
tiolii arE ^xfcracfed and the cluing cl^te AIarch 31, 2000 of the purvey ig set .^s 
the time point fco inaJkc�ths iiomjmrisoa, 
In p'rAt,i(:� tt�al data, is app^li^d t,() the two statistical mcthodologios, In or-
dai" to jiistdsfy their p(?rforiiianee in real situation^ the health survey data for 
Hong Kong elderly is used to in compare the methods. Thiia tlii rfSuIts of th^ 
comparison can he data-depfiident. 
Both Cox's mo<lel and CART model are capable to include second order in-
t Er action terms; Oi5 lilgher arctef ,int&cac^ioa tenas. The models5 accuracy may 
bs improved by including some interaction t^rms but their interpretation will be： 
complicated. To simplify the comparison^ MQ tirsiisforinaMoii has b^eii rrrade and 
only the main effects are iiiriacied in the models. Tho main effect of each covariate 
is�in must eases, tlve rao^t Inipnrtant Factor to explain tlua data. If traii.sforrriatiori 
is allowed iit tlie rnotleling, the result will be different. The prediction iicciiracy 
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of both j i hk Io I i will be affected. The present setting favors to the. CART nio<lel 
as CART is less sensitive to linearity. 
The variables in the Cox's model, such as Eductn(Education level) and Jobl 
!Previous 3oh Record) are treated a.s continuous variables in this research. If they 
are categorized into clummy variables in the Cox's model, a iiMxre appmpx-iafe ftnrt 
i.(-msoimbk�rosults will bo obtainorl, 
Finally, t.li(�nonpariuiiotric nature of CART milk穩 lb more ready to bp used 
by non-experts.. Howt^-rr, Gox\s inodej allows iu()i.(�HfxibiIityl lias 11101:(? built-in 




Coding Description for the Healfh Factors 
AOEaRQUF ) 
age_g 
“ 1 70-74 
% 75-79 
1 8 0 - 8 4 丨丨 
4 8 5 - 8 9 s, 
: S 90 and over 丨 
Gender 
S概 ^^^J Male 二 (¾ Femak =1 
Marital Status： … . . … . ” _.� 
Martial 
_ _^_^ __— - . ^ Single — — 
2 Married 
', 3 * Widow 
4 Divorced 




2 Traditional Chinese education. 
3 Primary un graduate 
4 Priroaiy graduated 
5 Secondary ungraduate 
“ 6 Secondary graduted 
7 Post-Secondary or above 
UriknoTO. 丨: 
Previous Job Record 
JobJ 
1 Professionals and technician . 
2 Administrators and Managers 
‘ 3 ‘ Clerks 
4 Sales 
5 Services workers 
i Machine operators 
7 Labor workers , 丨 
I Agricultural 
I Miners 
10 Army1 Navy, Air Force 
72 
11 Utternp lcyed 
12 Forgotten 
: 1^3 J ,Light workers 
Smoking Status •； . _— —— — . 
Smokel Ho = I F Yqs — 2 丨; 
Drinking Status 
Drinkl…..— �… ……… — … , N o - - I , Yes = 2 , f 
History ofSkknesB； 
丨 Pinlil Stroke 
PtaIlJ Parkinson's disease 
PiribJ Cardiac Disease 
Pifth4 Hyper tension 
Pmh5 Chronic bronchi t is /emphyserna ^ _ 
Pmh6 Asthma 
Pmh? Tuberculosis 、， ’ 
. � Y 纖 tz^  z PmhS Digestive system uteer 
Pffih9 Diabetes mellilus ^ ’‘ Y, o 
i » Jt u 、 》 •广 Don t Know = 8 PmhlO Ar thnt i s 
“ r P r o t i l i Old fractures 
Prtihl 2 Dementia 丨 
PmhlS Mental disorders 
Pmli l 4 Ganger 一 二一 — | 5 
Eating Ha^itg 
fill a, Fratt 
Greens 丨 
, 磁 a Vegetables • 
fMa Dairy products 
fd5a Tea or Coffee 竹 ’‘ . , . ^ « 一 A ；Pi, ^ , Haven t ate m the previous week = U f d o i § o y b^ t i i eurd or soy milk 
fdTa Red Meet „ , , ,, . f , 广她 竹 灼 . � T Have eaten m the previous week = 1 f面 t White Meet F 
Fish 
UlOa Eggs . 
f d l l a Liver 
f d ! 2 a Instant Noodles 
Exercise 
. " p e l … ‘‘ I ‘ Y m = I , 'Nb =2 — 
Monthly Income ‘ 
incomel S a l a r y I ' Ho=I Yes = 2 
；‘» V in^u 1 , x I" mcome2 Pension 
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income3 Public assistance 
inc:4 Old Age Altowan.ce 
Inel Disability Allowance 
in^0me6 Family Support Y 二 2 ^ 
irtcome? Saving s ；' 
incomes. Rent or Investment 
Screening test — — …… .厂 
Barthel Index ..… + : … 
adl tO Baseline interview . ... ，� ^ j ~ , 广 ‘ r „ . ‘ . ii less than 15 set 1 mi tl First FolJow-up interview . n l . � & 0 , ^ „ . . ii befweett 15 to 19 set 2 adl O fallow-up interview .•.公 .^ s^r, ^ ^ • , Tj ti f . if equal to 20 set 3 ! Tmrd rollow-up interview 
Depression 
dep—tQ Baseline interview 
tfcpjtl First Follow-up interview if less than 7 I 
depjil Second Follow-up intemew else s:et 2 
:dep—13 Third FqIlow-up interview 
“ Mental Score 
丨 mscore Baseline intemaw 
mscoreii First Followup interview • if less than 7 sel 1 
"HiS40re2 Sffiond Followup interview else set 2 ^ 
OmBGgre Third Followup interriew “ 
Censored Data ‘ 
；status . Death = 1，C邸sored = O ；! 
Survival time 
dnr Number of days from admission of 




Log-rank test is a function of deviations of observed numbeis of death from expected 
numbers and testing for differences between two groups. The chi-square statistic for the 
log-rank test is cakiikted hy squmrfng the feg-rank statislrc and dividing by the estimated 
variance. Thep-value in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 are the probability of the chi-square statistics 
with degree o f freedom equal to one. 
For two groups log-mnfe te§t, 
r 
Log-rank statistic = s^^ij J 
where the summation is over all unique event tinies and r is the total number of event 
t i m d d\ is the number of death that occur in group I Hi timt j and evj is the expected 
number of death in groiip 1 at time j . The ex peeled nurober is n{j ——,where Hj is the 
" ^ n. 
I 
total number oF^ases that are at risk just priar to time j% "丨，Ls the number at risk just 
prior to time j in group 1, and J1 is the total number of death at time j in both groups, 
75 
A P P E N D I X C 
LafigitLrdinal Plot of Time Dependent Variables 
Barthel Index s 
¥ r u r-
1 -
x 1III~~I~~II~~I~I~II“j~I~II~I~I~I~I~I~I~II~I~I—IIII~I~I~~I~I~I""II~~I"""I—I~I~I r 
X 2= a .4. S 
adl PEim 
S SEX O 1 
Depression 
y —I 
2. Q l 
U 




1- O T | ~ I ~ , ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ , — " , I ~ I ~ , ~ j I I ~ I ~ ] ~ ~ I I ~ ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ j ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I I I ~ I ~ j I j ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I I ~ I ~ I I ~ I ~ J j 
1 2 3 4； 5 
cfepflUfTf 
SEX O 1 
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Mental Sciare 
V r , . -




1- O^ "] 1 1 1~I 1~I~I 1 1 1 1 1 1 ！ 1“―I 1T 1 1 1~I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1~I~I 1~p 
1 2 B 4- 5 
rmnum 
^EX. “ — O 1 
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APPENDIX A 
Hypothesis Testing of Suspected Covariates 
Fitting the Cox Model with original relevant covariates added the time interaction term. 
H0 : f - O vs. S1 : y # O 
Mai^ ‘ ~ ；( Family Support) 
. 广 Parameter Standard ^2 Pf > 父2 Hazard 
Estimale: Errar Ratio 
Sl -0.0002445 —0.0001730 L9961 0.1577 1.000 
• S2 -0.0002433 —0.0001731 1,9757 0.1598 1.000 
53 -0.QQQ2433 0.0001731 “ I ^ l S l 0.1598 1.000 
54 -0.0002430 0.0001731 1.9720 0.1602~^~ 1.000 
55 -0,0002445 0.0001730 1.9961 0.1577 1.000 
Female — pmhl 1 ( Cancer) 
, Parameter Standard j 2 p r > ^ 2 Hazard 
“ L :… Estimate E m r Ratio 
5 1 -0.0000165 ~0.0QQ2255 0.0053 — 1.000 
52 -Q.QQ0Q162 0.0002255 0.0052 1.000 
53 0000162 —0.0002254 0.0052 — 1.000 
54 -0.0000166 0.0002255 0.0054 — 1.000 
55 -0.0000165 0.0002255 0.0053 1.000 
Female — pel ( Exercise ) 
十 Parameter Standard ^2 Pv > j 2 Hazard 
• Estimate Error Ratio 
I l 1.37546e-6 0.0001843- 0.0001 QS94Q ~ ~ 1.000 
52 1.9859e-6 0.0001843 0,0001 — 0.9914 1.000 
53 5.04353e-7~ 0.0001843 OOQOO 0.9978 1.000 
54 l,528Q2e:-6 0.0QQ1843 0.0001 0.9934 1.000 
55 1 1.37546e^6 Q.0QQ1843 0.0001 0.9940 1.000 
78 
Feomte — smoke 1 (smoking status) 
smoke It Parameter Statidiird , 2 pr > ^ 2 Hazard 
Estimate EkrOr Ratio 
0.0001532 : 0.0001912 — 0.6421 0.4230 j M d 
S2 0.0001534 0.0001912 ' 0.6438 0 . 4 2 2 4 — 1.000" 
� S3 0^0001815 —0,0001906 — 0.9066 — .0.3410 1.000~~广 
： S4 "^"0001204 0.0001911 0.3969 0.5287 ; 1.000 
. S5 0.0001532 0.0001912 0.6421 0.4230 LOOP 
Female — fd4a ( Dairy Products ) 
紐4 Parameter Standard 义2 Pr> ^ 2 Hazard 
‘ g Estimate Eiror Ratio 
S l 6 0.0000229 ~ 0.QQQ1818 “ 0.0158 : 0.8999 1.000 
S�… 0.0000226 Q.QQQ1818~ 0.0155 0.9010 1.000 
SB ~~Q.QQQ0217 0.0001118 “ Q.Q143 0.9048 L 1000 : 
,： m " ~~0.0Q00482 — 0.Q0Q1S16 O.Q103 — 0.7909 : 1.000 
S5 0.0000229 0.0001818 0.0158 0.8999 | LOOO 
Female 一 fd6a ( Soy bean curd or soy milk) 
fd6at Parameter Standard ^ 2 p r > g 1 Hazard -
丨 Estimate Error ’ ‘ Ratio 
St ;~^0.0Q01268 ~ 0 . W 1 9 2 9 0,4322 0 . 5 1 0 9 “ LOOP 
“ “ Sa .~^Q.QQQ1265 0.0001929 “ 0.4299 0.5120 “ LOQQ 
% S3 , -0.0001265~ 0.0001919 0,4$00 ¢15120 — 1.000 ; 
54 -0.0001280 ~ 0.0001929 0.4407 0,5068 LOOP 
55 -0.0001268 0.0001929 0.4322 0.5109 1.000 
Female 一 income2 (Pension) 
:t . ~ “ P a r a m e t e r S t a n d a i d ~ “ ^ y2 p r> r 2 Hazard 
m c o m e 2 t Estimate Error . Ratio 
81 0.0001148~ Q.Q004343 0.0699 0.791,5 1.000 
~ ~ m 0.0001150 0.0004343 0.0701 0,7912 LOOQ 
S3： 0.QQQ1157 —0.0004341 0.0710 0.7899 1.00Q 
S4 ; “ 0.0001142 0.0004343~ 0.0691 0.7926 … L 醒 一 
j g5 ‘ 0.0001148 0.0004343 0.0699 0,7915 1.000 s 
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Female 一 incarae3 ( Public assistance) 
. T~ Parameter Standard y 1 Pr> r 2 Hazard 
mGome^t . r ^ A D � Estimate B m r Ratio 
51 Q.00QI566 0,0001895 Q.683Q 0,4085 1,000 
52 0.0001561 0,0001895 " 0.6788 0,4100 一 
； S3 Q.Q0Q1558 ~0.QQQ1895 ~ 0.6759 OAUO 1.000 
S4— 0.0001578 0.0001895 “ 0.6928 0.4052 1.000 
• S5 0.0001566 0.0001895 0.6830 0.4085 LOQQ 
Female — income7 ( Saving) 
• ， Parameter Standard y^ Px> Hazard mcome/t ^ A ^ ^ Estimate Error Rato 
, Sl -0.003196 —0.0002714 “ 1.3865 0.23.90 1.000 
s S2 ""^0.0003194 "0.0002714 “ 1.384? ^ 0.2393 1.000 ‘ 
53 ~^0.Q003184 Q.0QQ2713 “ 1.3768 0.2407 1.000 
j ^4 " ^ 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0.0002714 1.3904 0.2383 1.000 : 
S5 -0.0003196 0.0002714 1.3865 ]' 0.2390 j 1.000 | 
All the coefficients of interaction term are not significant. The chi-square statistics with 
P-value greater than 0.05. ‘ 
so 
Appendix E 
Terminal node report for both g細der 
* Male . s 
T e r m i n a l Ass igned N u n i b e r of D / 丨劣、 广 
N o d e Cl^ss C I a S S C a s e 聊 C o s t 
� n … O ^ ^ 2 0 0 0 ? , o 
1 ： 1 246 0.288 a 2 8 8 
2 、 O 4 4 ° - 8 0 6 
1 6 0.194 ： 
� r ™ T 12 0.382 ‘ 
3 1 1 11 0.618 0 3 8 2 
^ 4 0
 0
 ^ ^ 涵 
1 11 0.275 
“ “ S “ 3 2 O 8 2 0 ^ 
: 5





 1 7 0.673
 0 3 2 7 
r ^ i 5 t ^ ^ ^ T -
% I 17 0.625 
_ - ^ t^A i 2 0 327 
8 1
 1 14 0：673 0 3 2 7 
0 37 0.678 0 3 2 2 ；‘ ^ 
9
 ^ 1 10 0.322 •
 3 2 2 ； 
m ~ — ~ t 0 " T b 0 2 6 0 7 3 ： ^ 
1 0 1 1 0.740 -
- 1 0 15 ^ ^ ~ 
|s
 JX 1 I 28 0.767 
” 1 F " • 0256 7 Z 7 
1 2 J 1 114 0.744 ° - 2 5 6 
Si 
• Female 
T^rmIniil Assigned Hamfcer of >, ^  � 
Nod. C t e s € J a S S Case P(小） C o s t 
“ I o ^ 228 0.742^ ; 
1 ^ I 39 0.258 ° - 2 5 8 
a ^ 0 128 0657 …，一― 
2 ° 1 33 0.343 ° " 4 3 
3 ^ . 0 3 0.14,1 
I 9 , 0.859 
^ i Q 0.156 7 7 7 7 " — 
4 1 i 16 0.844 
� ’ G 51 0.216 
5 1 I 91 0,784 Q J 1 6 
6 0 0 ° - 7 5 9 0,741 
° 1, 5 0.241 t^ ^ j 
； I o io “ LOGO 7T77 
7 0 I O 0.000 0 . _ 
c n 0 15 0.787 
8 ° 1 2 0.213 0 2 1 3 
A 了 ~ 0 \ 5 ^ 0.649 TIT" 
, 9 0 1 4 0.351 0 3 5 1 
； 1 0 ‘ I ^ ~ 0 4 0 ^ 2 5 0 3 7 5 
I U 1
 1 41 0 675 丨 
— - - 24 0 ) 7 0 ~ ., 
11 1 0 710 j 11 1 1 32 0.730 
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Appendii F 
Calculation of Critical Values 
MALE 
Elderly A^ed 70 �—《：“：；-iv/k"^: • ； �、：�、?：,。 ‘ ： • 、， -:: ,^¾¾^^)!.¾:¾¾" 
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 | 9 9 8 1999；： 
or above - , ' : / / : • ;�.. ' : •" * ‘ 5 •  • ：.；• ,^1¾¾¾；:•；,' 
NumberofDea th 4520 8241 8402 8550 9189 9713 9747 10262 10735 
Mid-year 
“ 1 3 S臓 140693 149894 160195 177696 187597 197198 208299 FopulilkMi 
FEMALE 
Elderly A^ed 70 ： “ “ : , 
� 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1 9 9 ^ 1 } ¾ ^ ' ; 1998 1999 ) 
or above 
, N u m b e r of Death 8284 9125 9147 8824 10017 : 9931 10460 10843 
Mid-year 
181791 189192 198193 209194 220095 238896 250797 261198 273599 
Population | 
# The above information is obtained frpm the Demographic Statistics Section, Census snd S&listifcs 
Qepartrneafc 
Tot^l number of Death: 
Mate 79359 
Female 86286 
Average pojpmlatloH of ten years: 
Male 1483555 
Female 2022955 
- ¥ ,. f Death 1 Survival Probability 二 1 ；— “ � Average Population J 




Distribution of Missing Value in Learning sample and Test Sample 
The covariates that have missing values are inckided in the model far male lire JOB l md 
INCOME? and for female are SMOKE 1, MSCORE m4 ADL J a 
� ToIaJ Male Pemafe 
u Variable 
Missing Learning Sample Test Sample Learning Sample Test Sample 
； J O B l 1 “ ” D1 O 1 O — 
：INCOME? 4 ^ I ^ 1 ‘ ~ d 
SMOKEl 9 ~ 4 1 T " " O 
M S C O R f i S O — 8 ‘ 3 6 ； 3 
ADL—TO 2 0 O 2 “ O 
8:4 
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